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Search for Arts. and
Sciences Dean Ends

HILLTOP

Donaldson Will Head
University s Largest College
By SAH\ 81R•:0A
Hilltop Staff Writer
oward University President
H. Patrick Swygert on Tuesday announced the appointment of Dr. James Donaldson as the
new Dean of 1he College of Aris and
Sciences, ending a two-year search
that criss-crossed the nation.
"This is an occasion I never really
dreamed would happen. I havesef'.-ed
the facuhy for nearly 30 years and I
have found all of the deans before me
very helpful in my development
here," Donaldson said. The College
of Arts and Sciences is 1he largest
schools
Donaldson will rnke over for interim dean Dr. Clarence Lee, who
presided over the college during its
merger with the College of Fine Arts.
Donaldson formally served as interim president of Lincoln University
and vice-president of the board of
trustees. Donaldson has been a faculty member in 1he math department
since 1965, and from 1972 to 1990 he
served as chair.
'Two national searches had been
conducted before an internal search
was conducted in May of this year.
Dr. Charles Saunders, dean of the
School of Dentistry, presided over
the search. On Aug. 30 and 31, a
forum was held for studems and facuhy 10 meet wi~1 the final candidates, Donaldson and Dr. Robert J.
Cummings of the African Studies
Department.
Saunders collected final reports al
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Plug Pulled
on Distance
Phone Calls
Phone Charges
Total $55,000

1he end of the forum and gave them
10 President Swygert and Provost
Antoine Garibaldi for final selection.
Q. Torah Jackson, vice-president of
HUSA, sa1 in on the forum.
"I was surprised al the speed of the
selection and thal we were not previously notified of the selection," he
said.
Dr. Richard Wright, vice-chair of
the Faculty Senate, sa1 on the selec•
lion comrniuee. 'The search comrniuee sen1 the presidem 1wo names
!bat we though! were equally qualified, both of whom are professors
here 31 Howard. I 1hiok we sent him
1wo good candidates and i1 was the
president who uhimniely decided as
10 which one was bes! for 1he job.''
Wright added 1ha1 Donaldson's
long tenure a1 Howard played a role
in the board's decision. "He understands faculty and University issues.
There will always be some differences of opinion. but I think he has
been around Howard long enough 10
know what some of 1he challenges
are," Wright said.
Although there has been some discussion of1he overlooking of imerim
dean Dr. Clarence Lee. Lee has
agreed 10 work with Donald~on until
he takes over on Nov. l. Lee has
beaded 1he school during the entire
two-year search.
"Dean Lee was considered along
with all of the candidates and he did
no! receive the final support of 1he
Photo b) Troy Tieuet
comrni11ee," said Wriglll.
Dr. Jame,, Oonotd;on "as -.clectfd to h<ad the College of Aris and Sd<n«>. Donaldson.
At the announcement of Donald· noo, •• nddres-..d an audience ,hortl) nf\er being named 10 the position on Tuesd9>.
Ste OEAN.A3

Jn the wake of
a $55,000 longdisrnnce phone
bill racked up by
last
year's
Howard University
Student
Association,
University officials have canNe,UJe Welch,
celed 1he longronnerHUSA
distance phone
president
services of all
studenl organizations.
It's the latest bill lo be credited 10
the administration headed by Neville
Welch, who some say is to blame for
HUS"'s current bankruptcy.
Last Monday, Belinda Lightf001Wa1kins, acting dean of Student Life
and Activities, said she had the eigb1digi1 AT&T long-distance codes that
s1udeo1s use 10 access outside lines
taken out of service when she
received the bill. All told, 16 organizations, including 1.he The Hilltop.
Homecoming comminee, Undergraduate S1uden1 Assembly, and
Bison Yearbook, will be affected.
"I needed 10 take drastic measures
for a drastic situation," Lightfoo1Watlcins 10ld sruden1 leaders a1 a
meeting a1 which she announced the
move. She pointed 10 a 390-page
phone bill for April, May and June.
Su PHONE, A3
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Drew Hall Dorm Council Vows to Improve Living Conditions
Student Council Takes on New Role

Seell:mpo

By CHRISrQPIIER W!,NDHAM
Hi111op Srnff Writer

BISON VS. FAMU

The Bison face off Mainst

By KELLI 0. ESTERS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Photo b)· Tn,y Ticucl
Mrmbcrs ort11e Ore\\ Holl Dorm council, abo,'t, ~ lhing conditions in the all-male frt~hman dom11x.'t.>d co bt impro,l.'d..

Non-functioning smoke detectors.
cracked windows and broken shower
beads have been par! of 1he living
conditions ,11 Charles R. Drew Hall
for years, some students say. But this
year, members of !he Drew (fall
Dorm Council are taking dorm
improvement into their own hands.
The council has set a string of
fund-raisers in hopes of raising
enough money to spur dormitory
improvement. Flyers hang in the allmale freshman dormitory calling for
each one of 1he 231 freshmen 10
donate a1 lc"-'>l $2 10 a dorm 1mprovemen1 fund, and some residents have
even taken 10 writing leners 10 University officials derniling what they
call deplorable living conditions.

More and more, dorm councils once known for either their inactivity,
or their social programs- are flexing
their political might by le11er writing
campaigns nnd fund raising efforts 10
get money 1ha1 they say the University won'! provide.
"None of these problems are new,"
said Dorm Council Presidtnl Marques Rice. "It's no! going away until
we make a change."
Drew Hall's bathroom conditions
are a major concern of the dorm
council, Rice said. Some bathroom.,
contain missing window screens,
missing tile, broken shower heads
and no liquid soap or paper towels
"We're going into 1he year 2000
and ii feels like ii\ the 1800s;· said
Creighton Lee. freshman Radio/Thie.
Ste OORM,A3

FAMU tomorrow at ureene

Stadium. .

See Sports R1

Stay Out Late, Ride Longer
Metro To Extend Hours Into Late Night, Early Morning
By LAUREN B. ANDF.RSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

SHADOWBOX

The Theatre Department is
currently presenCing the P.fOduction Shadow Box. For
more information call Ira
Aldrigg~ Theatre at 202806-7700.

The Metr0, Washington's premier
mode of 1ranspor1ation, is launching
a new program in which ii will extend
its hours. Beginning Nov. 4, the trains
wiU stop running a1 I a.m. instead of
at midnight. The extended hours are
a part of the Metro's new pilot program, which was approved by i1s
board las1 week.
The decision 10 extend the Metr0's
hours is on a trial basis. The later
trains run only on die weekend and
the trial period will last for six
months. Toward 1be beginning of
June the program will be re-evaluated and if all goes well, the hours will
become permanent.
In 1he pas!, the early closing hours
have made ii difficull for people moving about the city 10 make evening
plans wi1hou1 having a car. After handling a number of complaint~. Metro
officials decided to nc1.
The new hours are only a small
part of the improvemems 1he Metro
is making on many of its line,. TI1e
Green line, 1he line on which the
Shaw-Howard University s1op is
loca1ed, was recently expanded. 'Two

Group Protest Then Curfew,
Saying District Infringing on
Rights of Minors
By SAIIA BIRFD.\
Hilltop Staff Writer

Photo by Erick D. W>l><Jn
Official~ \,1U, 1hc the Dbtrict's Metro system 58) hours for the trnh'tS could be extended.

new Slops, Georgia Ave.-Petworth
and Columbia Heights, were added,
connecting the U SL-Cardoza stop 10
rhe Fon Tonen slop heading 1owarJ
Maryland. And by Spring 2001, the
five new additions already in progress
will be finished, completing the
Green line's I03-mile system.
TI1e exci1emen1 over the new hours
has been overwhelming, however,

!here arc still some complaints. A
great number of students feel that
the Metro should be open twenty-four
hours a day
"My major 1tguirc, me 10 commute 10 D.C . all 1hc time, and
although I don't mind inking the
SeeMETRO,A3

Chants of pro1es1s filled the air
las! Thursday nigh! as defiant
teenagers gathered a1 Dupont Circle
Park 10 protest 1he District's new curfew policy. TI,c policy, which went
into effect in early September, prohibits people under the age of 17
from being outside their homes after
11 p.m. on weeknights and after midnight on Fridays and Saturdays.
The law has brought scores of
protests from young and old alike
who believe that the curfew unfairly
infringes on the rights of young people in the city.
,
David Grossman, 15, organized
!he pro1es1 as nn activity of his group,
Youth Against Curfew (YAC). The
group, in its third week, involves
aduhs and teenagers in efforts 10
appeal 1he curfew.
'The curfew is a great injustice to
the people of D.C.; it's a violation of
youtl1 and parental rights," Grossman said.
The crowd of thirty included protesters, family members, and those
who just stumbled upon the demon-

stration. Few teenagers were in a11endance, while a large number of adults
sported large signs and spoke through
the megaphone. Sean Gallavan, 23, is
an avid worker forlhe YAC. Although
he is no1 affected by the curfew, he
strongly believes 1ha1 ii is wrong.
'The curfew tramples on civil liber1ies... un1il 1he curfew ends I will continue 10 fight," Gallavan said.
Several points were brought up
against the curfew during the hourand-a-half rally. Protesters likened
the curfew rule 10 Nazi Germany and
the racial inequality of its application.
Pro1es1 organizers encouraged a11endees 10 come 10 the megaphone and
share stories about the curfew.
Arthur Spitter, legal director of
the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), National Capital Area, was
one of the many adults 10 support the
rally. The ACLU recently lost a lawsuit against the D.C. City Council to
Slop passage of the curfew. Spitzer
believes lha1 there are more effective
ways 10 keep juvenile crime down.
'The solution 10 juvenile crime is
See CURFE W, A3
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Duke Set to Meet With Students During Five Week Stint
By J ONELLE W HITLOCK
Hilltop Staff Writer
ooking for Bill Duke.
chair of the Radio, TV.
and Film department? He
will be on campus for the
nex t several months.
Unfortunately. due to the time he
spends away from the University, his
schedule is filling up fast with meetings with students and faculty.
"I have been on campus numerous
times and continue to be on campus
more and more," Duke said after
more than two weeks without contact
with students. "By contract, I'm not
obligated to be on campus all of the
time because I' m working professionally in the industry."
Duke has been out of reach for the
past few weeks working on projects
in California and Canada.
Although he does not have to be at
Howard. Duke said he wants to be at
the University more often. He is primarily concerned with the students'

L

perspectives of the school's curmore film maJor Car•
riculum and what they believe
leton Ovcr,trect ,aid
can be done to improve it. "We - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - that Duke brin g, to
have a brand new curriculum in
Howard and the black
storefortheyear2000,in,-olving
0fl
communi1ywha1others
new technology and business." he
do not. So far. Duke has
said. The newest course to be
given Overstreet advice
added to the curriculum is Busion filmmaking and teleness of Spor1s and Entertainmen1
vision,especiallystreSS•
Me'dia.
ing the business side of
Duke already has improved
television.
many of the school's resources.
Overstreet said he was
He is responsible for the Smart
+.
•
able to consult with
Room in the Human CommuniDuke during the sumcations Wing and also for attain•
mer. He credited Duke
ing equipment and sponsorship
with having knowledge
from sources such as Kodak and
as well as an endless
Fuji film, be said. Currently. he is
application of experiworking on turning Screening
ence. "He', on his Ps
Room West into a distance learn,+
'7'. /
and Qs. I really suppon
ing center. "I wan( theories
l
OJ
l O,
l
him. Yes. he's busy but
learned in class 10 be applied in
you can always contact
the real world," said Dukt.
'J
him; as long l\S you
Students enjoy the privilege of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - approach him with a
speaking to Duke about his rela•
business mentality. He\
tionship with Hollywood and
a special resource here
receiving career advice. Sophoat Howard that should

''J have been

t'
campus
numerous
lffieSd
b
and continue to e on campus more an
more,By contract, I'm not obligated to
be On campus al} Of the t'lffie because J' m
• the lll
• dustry. "
working pro1ess1ona11Y Ill

B 'fl D u k e, Ch azr
·
the Rad · F '[m an d' 1.e evision Department, School o+Communications

NAACP Campus Chapter Lends
Voice, in Supreme Court Protest
By JONELLE WHITLOCK
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University School of Law
Dean Alice Gresham Bullock voiced
the school's strong support for
NAACP President Kweisi Mfume's
call for increasing the number of
African Americans and racial minorities in U.S. Supreme Court Clerkships. This announcement came on
Monday as the NAACP held a press
conference on this matter across from
the Supreme Court building. The
press conference was attended by
Howard University student 1yrell
Eiland and other members of the
NAACP Bison Chapter at Howard
University.
Eiland, president of the NAACP
Bison Chapter encouraged members
to attend Monday's press conference
at the chapter's first meeting of the
school year last week. The meeting
was attended by 75 members old and
new. The meeting generally covered
the goals, projects. opening positions.
and concerns of the attendants.
High on the agenda was the discussion of the NAACPs TV boycott. The
chapter decided to wait for official

notice from the NAACP before
launching a project.
The main project for the year is working with high school NAACP councils. Other ideas include the establishing of multicultural events,
creating an events calendar and going
on a cruise with other college chapters.
Although disappointed by the attendance of the first meeting, Eiland.
president of Howard's chapter. has
high hopes for the upcoming year.
"My personal goals arc to have 2000
members by March, support from all
fraternities and sororities, two satellite chapters established by Christmas, and the high school councils up
and running by December," he said.
Political Action Chair. Brittney Cooper stressed the importance of recruitment. "Excuse 1he numbers tonight,"
she said, "it will not always be like
this."
The George Washington University
chapter was also represented at the
meeting. Presidenl Erika Emeruwa
and Community Coordinator. Adrienne Mauney were present. Mauney
invited all to come out to George
Washington's campus for a discus-

By LtSA R. H Eu:~1
Hilltop Staff Writer
Dr. Clint Wilson had never planned
on winning one of the oldest and
most prestigious awards in journalism. But today he will do just that.
Wilson will join the ranks of David
Brinkley, Walter Kronkite, Charlayne
Hunter-Gault, and Carole Simpson a.~
a recipient of the Missouri Honor
Medal.
This award, given since 1930 by the
University of Missouri-Columbia
School of Journalism, has been presented for career-long excellence in
journalism, advertising, public relations, business, and various other
media.
Wilson, a pioneer in the field of
journalism. has amassed a substantial
amount of academic work focusing
on the treatment of people of color in
the media. Authoring such books as
Mjnori1ies in !be Media. o 985) ~

MyhicyiJuraUsw and 1be Media:

From Mass to Class Communication

A Hisiorv of the Black
f1e.sli (1997), Wilson's work bas
(I 995). and

become required reading for Communications students across the

Catholic Priest Seeks to Revive Religious Club, Connect to Community
By R OSLYN A. D OUGLAS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Many Catholic students are ecstatic about Rankin Chape l's new
Catholic priesl and his efforts to revitalize the Newman club. Father John
Raphael sees the club for Catholic
students as a tool for developing their
spirituality and connection to the
community.
"My plans are to get the students as
actively involved in living out the
life of faith they have professed. and
living out that faith within the context
of Howard University and the larger
D.C. area," Raphael said.
The club is named after John Henry
Cardinal Newman. an English convert to the Catholic faith who dedicated his life to fostering the faith of
university students. Raphael is deter•
mined to use the club to meet every

tad~.

Duke ,aid that anyone who finds
him inaccessible should come 10 his
office today. Although one may have
to wait a week or two to actually
speak wnh him. "My office is open
to whoever wants an appointment,''
he said.

Play by Grad
Set to Debut
Next Week

sion on Race and Capital Punishment. "There are discrepancies in the
law because of race. Black people
By LtS\ R. Hnn1
are receiving capital punishment for
Hilltop Staff Writer
what White people receive life; that's
a problem." The discussion will be
A new hip hop dra111a opens on
held on Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Howard's campus on Wednesday.
Monroe IOI Building. Emeruwa
"Rhyme Deferred" is a play writexpressed her enthusiasm for George
ten anti directed hy Howard gradWashington·s first year and the future
uate Kan1ilah Forbe, and choreocamaraderie of their chapter and
graphed
by Psalmayenc 24.
Howard's.
Forbes
said that play was influLast year, the Bison chapter did not
enced
by
hip hop urtm Sub-2.
sponsor many events. Eiland credits
author
of
a lyric entitled "A
this to the fact that it was the orga•
Rhyme
Deferred."
Sub•Z wa,
nization·s first year back in action.
inspired
by
the
poem
"A Dre"m
"We're really trying to put the
Deforred"'
by
Langston
Hughes.
NAACP back on Howard's campus,"
·•Parallels can definitely be
he said. 'Tm optimistic about the
drawn from the spirit of the poem
membership and leadership of the
and
the play," she said.
chapter this year."
The
play started at Howard two
Membership remains $20 and must
years ago. in the Spring of I 997.
be paid before December in order to
It originuted 1n 1he Fine ,\rt,
Special to th,, Th.• Hilltop
enter January scholarship competiDeparunent as part of a playVitt
Pmident
Toi
Outtrbridi:e,
Pmidcnl
1)
rretl
Eil.lnd
and
a
membero(the
lli,,on
Ch.iptions. Corresponding Secretary and
wright's lab. "I \I.rote it start,ng
l<ro(th, NA.\CP "'"' among others" ho prott:.led the l.S. Supn,mc Cwrt\ hirin~ pmc:Treasurer positions are open. More 1~ ofla" clerk,..
with a concept of having hip hop
positions will be publicized within the
art
in theater-and tht' perfornext two weeks. All dues must be paid once every two weeks or once a questions, or concerns should be
mance,
of individual Djs and
infull in order to be eligible for exec- month. not every Wednesday as in the directed to www.naacp.org.
MCs as elements of storytelling.
utive board membership. In the past. said Eiland. Any comment<.
I'm working with a new genre of
future, meetings will be held either
hip hop theater." ,aid Forbes.
"When the play started it got a
great student response." <aid Product ion \fonager, Profr"or
Denise Saunders. After producing
nation. The
undergraduate knows what he's doing", he continthe play o utside or Howard,
books, used by
teaching.
ued.
Forbes h,1s decided to bring it
In addition to his authorship and hi,
over I00 colUndergraduate
hack to the Unhcrsity. "Tho
journalist and Hill- teaching expertise. Wilson has abo
leges and uniresponse from the DC area and
versities, have
top Tumpo Editor served on variou~ commis,1on\ imd
beyond was phronomenal," Saunlaid
the
J ohn-John advisory boards in the fields ofjour- ders said. "\\'c ,ire hringmg 11 h:ick
Williams, a student nalism. Among these is the New York
groundwork
to Howar<l t,,:, .1use it had such a
in Wilson's class. Times Educational Advisory Board. successful run."
for the field of
thought that Wil- In addition. he nho serves as Chairmulticulturnl
The play has been at the Harlem
son's
achievement man of the Commission on the Sta•
media.
Theater. th<' Metro Cafe. and
Rememberas a journalist and a ms of Minoriues for the A,sociation
recently completed its run at the
ing his start in
researcher distin- for Education in Journalism and
National Bt.,ck 1be:1ter F6tival in
the authoring
guished him in the -Mass Communications. AEGMC
Wimton-Salc1n. North Carolina,
process. Wilclassroom. "Dr. includes representatives from many
said Forbes.
son recounts
Wilson is an excel- of the journalism faculty members in
··J feel happ) .,nd c,ciletl to be
facing resislent professor. It 1s the nation.
bringing this b.1ck to Ho"cll'd,'
tance from
rare that you have a
Asked how he has managed 10 comForbes ,aid. 'Tm really bone>red
pub l ishers.
professor
that pile such a wealth of achievements
to be able to come back to the
"They said
writes your text- and membership to commissions in
Mecca in this capacity."
there were no
book. Also. I like such a relatively short amount of
In "Rhyme Deferred". one finds
courses in the
Photo Courtesy Chol Wilson his journalistic
time. Dr. Wilson said mo<lestly, "I
a struggle between two brothers.
Or. Clint Wilson will bt PtrtsCnled with lhc Missouri llonor Medal Solurd._, at the Unistyle. He has been didn't set out do all this quickl)'. it ju,1
field fmulti- wrsily o£Mlssourl-Cotumbia.
Kain and Gabe. In their own indi cu It u r a I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - to the newsroom happened. Bu1. l'mqui1e pleased that
vidual ways, they search for their
media] so why
and it shows it did."
own
truths between the hip-hop
Since then, Wilson has used the because he brings tangible experishould books be needed?" Wilson
The Missouri Honor Medal events
underground
11nd rnarnstrearn
said. But he was not thwarted. In ground work he laid in research to ences to the classroom."
will begin today. when Wilson will
commerdahli1tion of hip hop culsolidify
his
role
as
a
professor
in
1985, Sage Publishing Company was
"Dr. Wilson is a asset 10 Howard give an Honored Medallist Lecture a1
ture and mus.ic
finally convinced and Minorjtjes jn Howard's School of Communica- University and a national treasure for the University of Missouri-ColumIt is the story of good and evil.
tions.
As
the
professor
of
the
"Histothe Media was produced. Now the ry of Multicultural Media", Wilson is an up and coming black journalist. bia. The Missouri Honor Award Cer- a cult um I hodge podge of africanbook is set for its third edition to
He is known widely in the journalism emony will take place on Saturday.
isms. Greek mytholo)!y, and the
constantly showing his expertise for community. This is a professor who
come out in the year 2000.
hi story of hip hop. It includes
graffiti art, break dancing.
rhyming. and Jive DJ,.
Chairperson of Fine Arts, Dr.
Edmonds said. "It wa, 1hought
academic environment for many
provoking. evocative. and
years.
humourou, It is the antithesis of
The Rev. Bernard Richardson. dean
what most people think hip hop
of the chapel. said he is wry excited
would be like. It was very po<itivc
about the newest addition to the
and refreshing!'·
chapel's cbaplnins. "Father John
Anticipating the response of oth•
Raphael comes from a long line of CI', that view the play, Forbes said,
Catholic tradition," he said. "I am
"What you g<'l from the play
excited.
\'Cry excited about his pres- depend, on what you bring to it.
--Father John Raphael
ence here at Howard University and
The main thing is that I want it to
I
look
forward
to
working
with
him."
broaden people's awareness. I
student's needs.
in the same room with others who denly. and Raphael was sad to leave
Clementia
Eugene.
a
graduate
stuwant them to c~perience hip liop
Students met on Wednesday to share their faith. ··1t makes me feel all his friends behind. In addition to
dent
in
the
School
of
Social
Work.
theater
and the possibilite.- that
choose chairpersons for the various good that there are other people with his wealth of experience and energy.
was
all
smiles
after
the
meeting.
"I
come
along
with it".
commiuees: worship and spiritual me in my faith," said Morris Gordan, Raphael belongs 10 the St. Joseph
believe
in
the
power
of
prayer
and
'·Rhyme
Deferred''
will be pre•
life, bible study. faith enrichment, a graduate student in the school of Society of the Sacred Hearl. a group
more
so
in
group
prayer.
It
is
imporscntcd
in
the
Emin,nmcnlal
TI1e•
community outreach. cultural events engineering. "To see the amount of of priests dedicated to working
ater Sp.tee m the rine Arts Buildand social activities. It is Raphael's people at the meeling is a big differ- among the black Catholic popula- tant to be with people who ,hare the
same faith. I am \'cry happy and plan
ing on October IJ-16, 19-23,
desire that the Newman Club be one ence from last semester."
tion since I 871.
to
be
as
active
as
I
can."
1999. The co,t is $7.50 for stU•
of the most well-rounded Christian
Raphael came to Howard from a
TI1ough homesick at firi.1. he admitRaphael
invites
all
students
to
Newdents.
Cull 202-806-7700 for more
groups.
four-year service as associate pastor ted that the thought of working at the
man
Club
meetings
Wednesday,
at
7
information.
For many Catholic students, it has in Beaumont, lcxas. Catholic priests Mecca seemed a challenging minbeen some time since they have been are often assigned to new posts sud- istry, because he has not been in an p.m. in the basement of Andrew
Rankin Chapel.

Howard Instructor Awarded Medal for Career Acheivement
.•

be taken advantage of," he said.
With Duke's influence, four Mudents were able to anend Sea Graph.
a con\'ention with Hollywood on new
technology and digital media. Of
these four. one was senior film major
Adesuwa Mccalla. Mccalla began
working with Duke in February of
this year. "I think ofhm1 lls a mentor,"
she said. "I u,ed 10 drop by his office
and listen to him talk about business
and filmmaking."
Through him. ,he w,L, introduced to
Wayne Mills. Howard\ si ster office
of Radio. TV. and Film in Los Angeles. Calif. Ade,uwa also traveled to
foronto with Duke this summer and
was recently oltered an HBO internship in New )ork through his con-

"My plans are to get the students as actively involved in living
out the life of faith they have professed, and living out that faith
within the context of Howard University and the larger D.C.
area"

A3
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good police patrol and 01her activi1ics like midnight basketball," Spitzer said. "The curfew law is cheap," and that is what
Spi1zer believes makes it more a11rac1ive 10 city governments.
Spitzer and the YAC often refer to research that shows that
a significant portion or juvenile crime is not committed during the time 1he curfew is in effect and 1hat ci1ies tha1 have
experimented with curfews rarely experience a drop in
crime.
Not everyone at the march agreed wi1h the negative statements about 1he curfew. One on-looker who goes by 1he name
of Carrie said she supporled 1he curfew because "i1 will lead
10 more paremal guidance for kids who have 100 much freedom.''
As the pro1es1 came 10 a close, several pocke1s or conversa1ion and argumems erup1ed within 1he crowd. A group or
college s1uden1s marveled a1 the freedoms many you1h have
today while younger pro1es1ers argued 1hat 1he ci1y was
unfairly 1rying to quell !heir you1hful spirit As the crowd
slowly began 10 disperse, pro1es1crs encouraged involvemem
in the YAC and cominued resistance 10 Jhe curfew.
"A 101 of kids aren'1 aware or the restrictions the curfew
places on their lives. Some of them may be wondering. should
I be scared? "Grossman said. "I hope tha1 this prolest was
able to make 1hem aware or 1hc issues surrounding the curfew."

THE BEST WAY TO START

The charges were made 10 a code
assigned to Welch. Monthly long-dis1ance bills are normally close 10 $1,000,
said Ligh1foo1-Wadtins.
In addi1ion 10 long-dislance charges,
for 1hc momh of April there was an
$8,000 cell phone bill in Welch's name.
Yvette Carnell,
Welch's financial advisor, and Esige
Aguelle, chief of staff, both ran up tabs
of $2,000. Walkins said.
The currenl HUSA adminis1ra1ion has
paid $22.000 on the bill, leaving it $8,000
in debt To pay off 1he bill would leave
HUSA $41,000 in the red, said Ligh1foo1Wa1kins.
Ques1ions of why the bill surfaced
more 1hnn three months after it was posted remain unanswered. Lightfoot-Watkins
said the problem lies with poor communica1ion between her office and the office
or telecommunications.
"I am no1 saying 1hat students don'!
have responsibili1ies. but if we could have
seen bills. we could have gauged use," she
said. "My imerest is to safeguard the use
of the activity fee."
Lightfoot-Watkins could nol answer
the queslion of who will eventually pay
for 1he abuse of the long-dislance code,
although a "1ui1ion increase is a possibil-
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READ ABOUT IT!
METRO
Metro, I find ii inconvenient lo be res1ric1ed 10 a cenain rime frame," said Robin
Buther. "I'm from New York, where the
subways run all night. and I can see no reason why they shouldn'I run all nighl here:·
Emilia Adams, a freshman polilical science major. said she i, also in favor of a 24hour Melro. "I think il's grcaJ thal lhey are

'

Sciences.
"To succeed we have 10 not only
will him to succeed, bur we must
work with him 10 succeed 10 return
this College 10 the cenler of 1his
Universily where ii righ1fully
belong~ ," said Swygert. "Arts and
Sciences is really the engine 1ha1
will conlinuc 10 propel this great
institution.,.

DEAN

FRIDAY. ...

son's appointment, Swygert said,
"(Donaldson's) dis1inc1ive service
as a member of the 1995 stra1egic
planning ini1ia1ive that led 10 1he
formulation of the University's
"S1ra1egic Framework for Action,"
and his co-chairmanship of 1he
Framework's Core Curriculum
Committee has proven him an ideal
leader for the College of Arts and

extending the hours; however, in my opinion !hey should keep it open 24-hours
because it would benefit c,uyone so much
more."
Metro spokesperson Murray Bond said
tha1 the board was considering a two a.m.
extension, bu1 has ruled ou1 any changes as
of now. "II is extremely difficult for us 10
keep the Metro opened all night because il's
at nigh1 that maintenance comes in." said

ity," she said.
"I am truly sorry the phone bill was so
high and that the currem HUSA administration must suffer for something they
had nothing to do with," Welch said.
Welch explained that he could not possibly have made all of the calls himself.
He said that he had 10 entrust Jhe code to
01her officers to help balance his workload.
"I gave the code 10 four people, members of the executive s1aff," Welch said.
"II is possible that they entrusted the code
to volumeers and the code spread. Any
person with reason can understand how
this event could Jake place.''
While in office Welch said that he
never saw a phone bill.
"It's a tragedy to spend an entire year
in office and nor see a bi ll, then come
back and be told that this was charged to
my account (phone code)." Welch said. "It
hurl me. ii really. really hurl."
He feels tbal 1he Universi1y should
bear some of the responsibilily for not
detecting the phone bill.
"If the biU was $18,000 in one month.
shouldn't someone have aleried or told
somebody 1he phone was being misused?" he asked.
Joe Collins, associate vice presidenJ for
lnforma1ion Systems and Se rvices
([SAS), said, " ii is the rcsponsibili1y of
those who manage the code. Whoever has
the account has the ability to give the code

Jason T. Smith and Aprill Q 1i1rn•
er comribmed 10 this report.

Bond.
Mothers Against Drunk Driving is one
advocate of a 24-hour Mc1ro. "MADD
strongly supports the proposal 10 extend
Metro subway hours. especially on weekends," said David Kelly, prcsiden1 of the
Northern Virginia chap1er of MADD. "It
will reduce the incidcn1s of DWI and
enhance public safety.''

10 as many people as they wan1:·
Coll ins said 1ha1 his job is 10 calculate
the charges 10 various accounls so they
can be distribu1ed, and ii is nol necessarily to make sure that every departmen1
physically receives n bill.
"Reports were provided," said Collins.
"I
know
with
100 percent
certainty. .. reports were given oul monlhly. Even if a bill was nol received. FRS
(Financial Record Sy,1em) reports are
still used as a 100110 see that ·x• amoum
of dollars is coming oul of an account"
The Fiscal Officer for JSAS, Direk
Boswell. said, "Every month the Univcrsi1y has a way of giving bills to each
department. How they do it, I don't know."
Collins said 1ha1 starling on July I of
!his year a number of controls have been
put in place 10 assisl each departmenl in
managing ils long-distance usage.
'Through moniloring last year's use.
there was an appearance of abuse,"
Collins said. "We have implememed several new policies to see tha1 this is not
repeated in the future."
Included in the policy is the stipulation
1ha1 the manager of the code will be held
personally responsible for personal calls
1ha1 appear on the account
While the administralion decides who
should pay, outrage from various studenls
continues 10 roll in.
"We are :;hocked," said current HUSA
President Marilyn Hooscn. 'This kind of

DORM
-vision/Film major and Drew Hall resident.
In addilion 10 1he bathrooms. many
smoke de1ec1ors a1 Drew Hall are om of
order. During a recent check of the dorm ·s
smoke de1ec1ors by dorm council represen1a1ives. our of 52 smoke detec1ors on the
dorms fourth noor arc functioning council
representatives reponed.
"The smoke de1ec1ors are a huge priority
of the dorm council." said Rice "The
smoke de1ec1ors are imporran1 for the safety
of Drew Hall's 231 residents."
Other areas of the dorm 1ha1 1he council
is focusing on include the weigh! room. billiard room a kilchen 1ha1 has nor been used
for years. Rice said.
Rice fell tha1 the problems at Drew Hall
arc being overlooked by Howard's Office of

delinquency has to be addressed.''
Hoosen said 1ha1 the bill has forced her
administra1ion 10 "find innovative ways of
raising money."
HUSA Vice President Q. 'Iernh Jackson said, "We are operating on medieval
resources. We have no office supplies
and people haven'! been paid."
While school officials are looking al
ways 10 resolve the issues with long-distance codes, s1udent organizations are
left 10 find alternative ways to call oulside
of the District.
"We cannol gel groups 10 come up for
an event we scheduled for this weekend,"
said Amanda Pechioni. president of the
Law School Student Bar Association.
The groups are from North Carolina and
the Midwest.
·'We've lost them because we don't
have long-dis1ance," said Pechioni. "If we
knew that long-dis1ance was going to be
cul off before, we could have done something in advance."
For immediate resolution 10 long-distance service. Lighrfoot-Walldns suggested thal studenl organizations use the
pay-as-you-go method.
"I have my secretary checking with
vendors about offers for pre-paid phone
cards," Ligh1foo1-Wa1kins said. "We are
looking for the best way 10 offer long-dis1ance conveniently."

Residence Life.
'The dorm council has no money in our
bank account." said Rice. "We haven'! been
issued any money by any organization. Residence Life should make Drew Hall's living
conditions a priority.''
York Campbell, dircclor of Residence
Life. was unavailable for comment.
Current residen1s said they do their bes1
10 deal with 1he conditions.
"I rake ii one day a1 a time," said Lee.
'There's no1hing I can do. Hopefully administra1ion can do something aboul it:·
Rice wan1s the residenb of Drew Hall 10
become more active in 1he improvements of
1hedorm.
"Instead of complaining about the problems of Drew Hall. the residents should ge1
involved in the counci l.'' he said. '1be residents should be supportive of everything
we're trying 10 do 10 the dorm."
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Wednesday, October 13, 1999
Firmwide Information Session
5:30-7:00 p.m.
School of Business, Student Lounge
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Tuesday, October 12, 1999
Technology Information Session
5:00 p.m.
Engineering School, 2300 Sixth Street
Downing Hall, Room 2019
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Waters Says Freddie Mac's Report Has Faults'

----------------------------1
By KEENAN SUARES
Hilllop Sia ff Wri1er
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-News From
- - - Aroun"d The Worul
Moroccan Activist Returns After
Eight-Year Expulsion
RABAT, Morocco - Ahraham Serfaly W3S
expelled from ~forocco eij!lll year . ago bu1
returned 1he evening of Sept. 29 with the per•
mission of King Mohammed VJ. Scrfaty. 73. was
expelled after serving 17 year, in a Moroccan jail
for fa,oriog wlf.Jetcrmina1ion of disputed 1er•
ritory in Wc,tern Sah:tra. False claims that he was
Bwilian. instead of Moroccan was a factor in his
eltpuhion. He wa~ the leader of a covert Man•
isl org:1niL<1tion. Mohammed took the throne in
July after the death oi hi, father. Ha<san ll. A year
before his death Hal>.<an and the Moroccan
Supreme Court refused to allt,w Serfaty's return.
Serfaty ,pent bis cigh1 )Olli" hvinr in Fmn.:e.

African Presidents Speak Against
Homosexuality
KAMPALA, Uganda
President Koweri
Museveni recently ordered that all homosexuals
to be arre,ted. His orders come after 1wo publi·
cized gay marriages in the country. Homosexuali1y is illegal in Uganda; the punishment is life
imprison. During n meeting with legislators.
Museveni cited that in 1he Bible men are nol
intended 10 marry each otber. and Iha! the Universal Declaration of Human Rights does not
apply to 1he coun1ry ~ausc it was not written
wi1b the inclusion or pai:ticipation of African
countries. One day laler, President Daniel arap
Moi of Kenya spoke against homosexualiry. , ay
,ng ii is against African 1rad11ions. Homosexuality 1s also illegal in Kenya.

Bahamas Struggles to Regain Basic
Utilities
NASSAU, Bahamas- The most damaged
islands by Hurricane Floyd, Abaco. Elcuthera
and Cat Island arc struggling with limited basic
utilities such as wa1er. electricity and telephones.
GJ""at Abaco hland h.,s water ,which is scn1 by
barges, some areas :ire wuhout electricity
because power lines mu,1 be reconstructed,
according to the depu1y secretary to the dcpuly
prime minbrer. Eleu1hrea "alersupply has been
damaged, howtwer electricity and relepbone line,
arc working. In C.11 Island then: is electricity :111d
limited phone service. The ioYernment h:I., allocated more than SI billion for home reconsttuc•.
lion.

Peace Plan Stalled, Ethiopia and
Eritrea Argue
NEW YORK- ,\ framework peace agree men I
made by lhe Organization (If African Uoily
(OAUl and the United Nalions (UN) was accept•
ed by Elhiopia and Eritrea lasl }car, how.:veronly
Eritrea has acccp1ed the: 1ermofimplemen~11ion.
Ethiopian Foreign Minh1cr Seyom Me,tin wants
Eri1rca to be recogmzed a, •he aggressor •
Ethiopia rejec1ed lhc term, of the peace agree•
men1 b.,cuusc it bc:lieves theN is u contradic1io11
to the original :tgn."l:ment, Entrean Foreign Min1s1er Hmle Weldensac want the UN 10 mandate
a time period ID wh1~h E1hiopiu must re,pand 10
. the peace Jcal, anJ when 1hc lime expires lo
implement the currem OAU plan. The plan calls

~%;~n~1~~~::0~~f~

:1~e!~p~~'::nJs0~:~;
upon. The fighting between the countries has
been over the border which has never been deter•
mined since Eritrea gained independence in 1993
from Elltiopia.

Haitian Military Leader Tried For
Massacre
PORT-AU-PRINC£, Haitt- Raoul Cedras will

be 1ried for a 1994 massacre. Cedrns led a coup
against the fir,1 democratic,dly elected president
. Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Jo April of 1994, he and
his regime attacked Aristide and his supporters,
killing 30 people. Bclwcen 1991 to 1994 the
military killed abou1 .J,000 people and 1or1ured
and injured others.
Cedrns will be tried in his absentia; he currelll•
ly lives in Panama. Haili has demandtd Cedras
extr•dit,on bu1, Panama request more adc<juate
do.:ument<

Colombian Sen ator ):'lees Due to
Death Threats
BOGOTA. Colombia- Sen. Piedad Cordoba.
chair of 1he Senate's human nght, eommiss1on,
has decided 10 OlO\'C fwm the country 1nddini1ely
with her four children. Cordoba. 44. has recei\'cd
several dealh threats. She has publicly criticized
everyone from the left wing 10 the right abou1
Colombia's ch i! con0ic1. Cordoba driws in
armored vehi cles and has six bodyguards
assigned by the govern men!. Since 1997, 16
human rights :ictivisls have been assassinated.
many 01her, were forced i1110 exile.
-Compiled b.1· Lyn11 Simmonds from Assoda/·

,,dPre.ti Reporrs

Congresswoman Maxine Waters (D•Calif.)
condemned a repon by Freddie Mac. the sec•
ond largest morlgagecompany in the nation,
for what she called questionable assumptions
and suspicious timing on the credi1 records
of African-Americans and ffjspanics.
Waters alleges Freddie Mac's report.
which was released on Sep!. 21, has drawn
conclusions 1ha1 African-Americans and
Hispanics cannol spend. plan or save. She
called the report "incomple1e, dishonest
and racisr."
'This s1udy insults us minorities by alleging respondents are unable 10 follow simple financial behavior controlling spending,
planning for lhc fu1ure and saving money,"
said Waters. "In 01her words. we arc credi1 risks because no mauer how much we
make. we are 100 s1Upid tha1 we do no1 know
how 10 spend, plan or save."
The report, which concluded African•
Americans and Hispanics are hampered by

bad credit, was distributed 10 more than
20,000 consumers be Iween 1he ages of 20
10 40 with the assistance of five histori•
cally black colleges and universities. The
ins1i1U1ions were Howard Universi1y, Bene•
dic1 College, Clark A1lantn Universi1y.
Florida A&M Univcr,,i1y and St. Augus•
tine College.
Waters blames Freddie Mac for trying 10
counter two other s1udies 1ha1 concluded
African• Americans were less likely to
receive information aboul leading prod•
ucts. received less time and information
from mongage officers and they were quot•
ed higher in1eres1rares in mos1of the cities
that the 1es1 was conducted.
Waters pointed 10 statistical analysts of da1a
by the Federal Reser..-e Bank of Boston which
founded large differences in loan denial ra1es
between minority and while applicants.
Freddie Mac's data res1ed on 1wo main
assumptions as 10 why people get into credi1 difficuhies: the inability 10 follow sue.
ccssful behaviors and the lack of knowledge
about financial and credit mnucrs.
"Freddie Mac does no1 1ell us if the

respondents go1 1heir credi1 loans from
banks who offer low-income rates or sub•
prime ins1iiu1ions 1ha1 rou1inely targel
groups of people to be charged at high
in1eres1 ra1es," said Waters. "Freddie Mac
does not men1ion if the responden1s
expressed difficuhy receiving loans even
when they had ·good' credir. Freddie Mac
ahogelher ignores. the possible influence
of subjective factors that lead 10 1he disproportionate rejection of African-Amer•
ican and Hispanic loan applications. even
when they are simi larly situa1ed 10 whites.
ln short. Freddie Mac rushed 10 provide a
generalized basis for 1he "bad'" credit of
African-Americans and Hispanics without
ever once admitting that racism in 1he
lending instilu1ion is a very real barrier to
credit a11ainmen1."
01hcr members of Congress joined Ware rs
in her stand against Freddie Mac. Congressman Gregory Meeks of New York,
who is also a member of the Congressional Black Caucus. said he plans 10 lead an •
investigation on Freddie Mac and study if
they have any bad in1en1 in their findings.

However, Freddie Mac denies Waters'
allegations. "The muhi-million dollar ini•
1ia1ive we began in January is aimed at
increasing minority home ownership by
helping consume~ 10 belier understand
credil and improve their own credit
records, because we know that 1he biggest'
obstacle 10 becoming a homeowner today
is poor credit."
At Howard Universily, students were out•
raged by Freddie Mac·s survey.
1
Nashay Toylor, sophomore political sci• !
encc major from Tcnnsauken. NJ, said Fred· I
die Mac's survey labels every African• I
American and Hispanic as having bad •1
credir. "I feel Freddie Mac's survey was just
another ploy to hinder African-Americans ,
from advancing financially." "I have good
credit now. but I worry if J will be able 10
take out a loan in lhe fu1ure because of Fred•
die Mac's survey," said Toylor.
Rober1 Freelow. media relations manager
for Howard University, denied the Univer•
sity's participation in Freddie Mac's survey.
He said Howard held classes 10 help stu•
dents with bad credit.

Teach for America Teaches a Lesson in Giving Back
BY KIMBERLEE J. GF.E
Hilltop Slaff Writer
Ton years ago. a young. community •
minded college s1uden1 resolved 10 change
1he face of urban educa1ion in America.
Wendy Kopp •lhe mastermind behind "leach
for America• used her senior thesis 10 propose the creation of a national 1eacher corps
composed of college undergradua1e,.
A few months after Kopp's gradu:t1ion the
Prince1on alumnus used a $26.000 seed
granl from Mobil Corporalion and S2.5
million in donations from corpora1ions,
foundations and philanthropic individuals to
develop "Thach for America:·
Ton years after ils inception, Kopp has
helped 10 develop leach for America from
an unstable gmssroo1s organization into a
secure and thriving ins1i1u1ion. h still works
10 make sure 1ha1 "One day all children in
1his nation will have the opportunity 10
anain an educa1ion."
This year Thach for America will place

1,400 recent college graduates in the na1ion's
most under-developed and resource-starved
urban and rural communi1ies. This will be
Thach For America's largest corps ever. Its
headquarters are in New York Cily wirh 13
01her sires throughou1 1he United States.
Th'O new siles in Chicago and Atlan1a are
expected 10 open nex1 fall.
The program benefi1s both the teachers
and 1.he students. Teach for America helps
to employ recent college graduates and
helps many urban minority students that the
organization believes are being shortchanged by unsui1able public education.
Billy Kearney. the National Director of
Recruitment for Thach for America, says
1ha1 because Thach for America does 1arge1
urban schools 1he organization is working
fervently 10 mee1 the needs of the particular children who anend lhese schools and
"is focused on stepping up recruiting effons
for people of color." Kearney s1a1es 1ha1 cur•
rently 35% of the corps· members arc
minorilies.
Although Thach for America has helped 10

advance 5.000 college graduates into the
teaching profession over 1hc las1 ten years,
s1atis1ics show the oeed for educators in this
country is still very immense. The United
S1a1es Department of Education predicts
Ihm by the year 2007 public elementary and
secondary school enrollmen1s are expected
10 increase by four percent nn1ionally and
1ha1 nearly 2. 1 million elementary and sec•
ondary teachers will have 10 be hired and
trained.
Kearney said that Teach for America has
successfully attracted young people to a
career 1ha1 traditionally had little prestige
and even less pay by showing how " a
career in teaching can build skills that are
transferable into any arena." Kearney says
that Thach for America has helped many
young people "realize 1heir dreams through
the context of teaching."
Jackie Johnson. a 1994 Howard alumnae
and curren1 corps member says that she
was most impressed with "leach for Amer•
ica not only because of the organiza1ion's
vision but because of i1s dedica1ion 10 a

na1ionwidc movement She says !hat mem•
bers who are part of Thach for America
have a support sys1em 1ha1 they might not
have if nor involved with the organization.
"You know that you are no1 out there
alone. There is a ne1work of people out there
who are also par1 of making a difference.
Because of 1ha1 you really see a difference
in the commitment level." she said.
'leach for America is unique not only
because of its dedication 10 making a dif•
ference but because of the highly selective
process they use 10 choose teachers for their
programs. Kearney asserts that ahhough a
student's grades are essential to being con•
sidcred for this program. there are other
operative elements needed such as scnsitiv•
ity, integrity, commitment, achievement,
responsibili1y. a sense of perspeclive, efficiency. good writing skills. critical thinking
and speaking skills. Any applicant should
also have a desire for cons1an1 learning.
Visit 1vww.1eaclifommerica.org for mo~
i1iforma1io11

Cultural Exchange: Hip-Hop Reaches Japanese Shores
BYERtCt,; \ N. Goon~tAN
Hilltop Slaff Wri1er
Hip-Hop has extended i1sclf as an interna1ional cuhure and global phenomenon,
defea1ing language and racial barriers. From
1he streels of New )'<irk 10 the eastern shores
of Japan, Hip-Hop ha, emerged as a domina1e cuhure.
"The high school kids in Japan are so in10
Hip-Hop. 1hey try 10 imi1a1e every1hing.
they love the music and respect the ar1form." said senior marketing major and for.
mer EMI· Virgin Records Japanese translator Mo1oko Oshino.
The Japanese Hip-Hop movement was
documented on a self-produced film by
Howard alumnus Muhammida El Mujhajir.
The documentary film was featured as pan
of the "Words, Bents and Movement: The
Forces of Hip-Hop·· festival, which is a
six-week festival celebrating Hip-Hop culture sponsored by 1he Washing1on Performing Arts Society (WPAS).
On an average day on the stree1s of Tokyo
a young man nods to the beats of a Hip-Hop

station called FM S/ribr,ya while wearing a
Howard T-,hin. baggy jeans and Timber•
lands and his hair is chemically treated 10
look like an Afro. He is 1hecore of Hip-Hop
cuhure in Japan.
With a Zulu Na1ion chap1er, an African•
American owned Cajun res1auran1 and club
called Club Harlem, Japan definitely gives
auemion and respect to the Hip-Hopcuhure.
" I just g01 a cnmera and went 10 Japan by
myself. and found ou11hey were rocking in
Japan," said Mujhajir. The film gave a hon•
est look a1 Hip-Hop cuhure in Jnpan. fearuring Japanese ciphers, break-boys (Bboys) and rappers .
In 1986, 1he Rock S1eady Crew brough1
their b-boy s1ylc 10 Japan and a Japanese
Hip-Hop revolution began. Break dancers.
graffi1i arti\1<, di sc jockeys (DJ's) and rappers blossomed all over Jnpan in 1he fol•
lowing years. Music videos have given the
youth of Japan a ,urrcal look at Hip-hop cul•
ture. which they imitme and adopt as 1hcir
own.
'The movie \\:ts in1eres1ing and shocking.
They had so much ,o love for Hip-Hop they
replica1ed 11, even though 1hey don't grasp

wha111 really is:· staled Mnrk Harris, sophomore History major .
·There is more Hip-Hop in Japan and
Europe 1han in America. It solidifies the fac1
1ha1 Hip-Hop is a cuhure." said ?ues1loveof
the Roo1s in 1he El Mujhajir's documentary
"I 1hink ii is a grea1 accomplishment 10 see
how Hip-Hop has spread. people in Japan
are vibing 10 1he same music 1har original•
ed in my homc1own," said Marlene Rock•
wood. a Junior psychology major from the
Bronx. New York.
In 1he mid•SCYenues DJ Kool Herc began
"uprising in the Bronx as he ,1re1ched 1he
length of a record "break" by combining
1wo 1urn1ables and playing 1wocopies of the
same record flipping from one record 1othe
nex1. The communily par1ies Herc held in
the Bronx also gave way 10 break-boys. later
10 be called B•boys, who demonstrated
their dancing and acrobatic skills during
each DJ interval.
As 1he B•boys "stole 1he dance floor," the
MC would uner a catchy phrase over the
DJ's microphone 10 exci1e 1he crowd, thus
crea1ing lhe rapartisr. Around the same time
spray pain1 masters would tag (write on)

subway cars to get 1heir names out on the
streets, giving way to the artform labeled
graffiti.
With 1hc combination of the DJ, MC, B·
boy, and graffi1i. Hip-Hop was born. And it
is s1ill evolving. The mos• respected and
successful Hip-Hop icon is the DJ. Milt
masters such as DJ Premiere and DJ Crush
are among 1he most popular.
Even though Japanese you1h are heavily
innucnced by flashy music videos. com•
mercial ar1is1s like Sean "Puff>•" Combs or
Will Smith arc not idolized.
"Japanese kids l,ke more underground
artis1s like Common and the BeatnulS. They
know all the samples on each song and even
have the words 1ransln1ed into Japanese,"
said Oshino. Old school rap artis1 Ralcirn,
or the group The Rool'> are also popular.
Old mixed rnpes and original Hip-Hop
works arc even being sold a1 high prices:
S300 per rnpe. Japanese rap verses are
more likely 10 be about partying. mic skills
and self expression 1han about guns and the
drug game, cap1uring the true essence of
Hip•Hop.

1---....:...---- ---- --------------'----------'------------------------ - ------

'Red Tide' Suspected in Rash of Caribbean Fish Deaths

BY ROSI.YN A. D OUGLAS
Hilltop S1aff Wriler
Thousands of dead fish have been washing up on Southern Caribbean beaches over
1he last 1hree weeks causing fish sales 10
plummel and marine biologists 10 look for
an answer 10 the problem.
Fishery authorities are leaning heavily
towards a "red tide" theory as the cause of
the dea1hs of fish in the coastal beaches of
Sou1h America. Grenada. Barbados, Sr.
Lucia and St Vincent. Nevertheless. 1est•
ing will continue.
Vendors in Barbados are crying out over
poor sales because of 1hc mysterious fish
kills. Reef fish, Flying fish, Billfish, King•
fish, Tuna and other deep sea species are
reportedly safe 10 ear, but consumers are 001

buying.
"Barbadians are not sure," said fisherman
Andrew Oiarles. 'There have been so many
differem s1ories. J guess 1hey jus1 are 001tak•
ing any chances and not buying the fish."
Joslin Rennie, Deputy Chief Fisheries
Officer rcpor1edly told the Barbados 'Daily
Nntion' that 1hcre was low saLinity and low
dissolved oxygen in 1hc coastal wa1er. The
low salini1y sugges1s an intrusion of fresh
water which could have come from the
Orinoco River, while low dissolved oxygen
sugges1s some1hing is robbing the fish of
their na1ural supply, this natural process is
c:,lled red tide.
Mixed reports sugges1 1hree natural phc•
nomena are occurring at 1he same time: red
ride. sea surface temperatures(SS1s) and
volcanic activity. Red ride produces toxic
algae. which causes a red, orange or green

waler discolora1ion. Green water is reportedly surrounding the affected islands.
Dr. Larry Brand of Rosensteil School of
Marine and Atmospheric Science al rhc
Universily of Miami said that the symptoms
of 1he fish such as burs1 entrails sugges1 red
tide may be the cause.
Hjgh SSTu migrating from the mou1h of
lhe Orinoco River have been reported by
marine biologists. These high SS'Th promote
the growth of tox.ic algae blooms. When 1.he
fish feed on the algae lhey die. Seplember
is one of the warmer months of the year in
the Caribbean, which also contributes to
higher wa1er 1cmpera1u.res. Dead fish were
discovered in August in St. Vince01.
TI1ere is a global epidemic of 1ox.ic algae
blooms. Red tide has damaged the shell fish
industry in 1he US because the rox.ins that
accumulate in the tissue of 1he fish causes

illness to consumers. The lox.in temporarily affects the nervous sys1em, causing
symp1oms of 1ingling and numbness of the
lips. tongue. fingers and toes as well as loss
of control in the arms and legs.
A third possibility is volcano related. Seismic ac1ivi1ies are sometimes associated
with fish deaths. Grenada is one of the few
populated countries in the world with an
active under water volcano. On Aug. 31.
three earthquakes were reportedly fell
between Barbados and Grenada. Earthquakes can resull in the release of me1hane
or radon gas; bolh are toxic to marine life.
"I have decided 00110 eat fish for the rest
of the year," said Shirley Malone, resident
of St. Lucia. 'This is such a tragedy. 1 hope
they figure out whal he problem is."
Scientists are expected to arrive nt a con•
clusion within a few weeks.
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Puree,
frappe,
mix, grind ...
Innovate!
America's Housing Finance Leader,
Fannie Mae is a perfect blend of technical
training and career opportunity.
We know nothing's more sausFj,ng than acco~~sh ng your goals. As ~e nation's largest source of hoole mortgage fund~ Fannie Mae has~
•nstrumental in helping millions of ram I.es rea\ze their dreams of homEOl\nership. Our reope for success is simple. Start with incred1bl-j motivated
college graduates and add the 10dust1y's most innovatM? technology training Our University Systems Technologist (UST)
Program offfled 1n our Washington, DC area locations, 1s atop-shi>lf 0Pp()(tl r tv for talented oeop'e Ike )'OU toget started 11ith aleader
like fcll'lnie Mae.
1

Our UST Program is a36-month curriculum that mixes classroom tra n10g and rea~world, hands-on experience. After 18 weeks of technical dassroom
study at our on srte educational lacility, you'll put your rlN: sk1'ls to work on cha!:en91ng. mean:ngfui assignments Y,ith one of our COlporate
lnf01mation Systems teams. Learn valuable Cprogramming, UNIX, obJect-Oliented and relational database skills mour unique. state-of-the-art
dient/seiver environment
Candidates for Fannie Mae's UST Program 'Ail be recent college graduates (O! students recei\1ng undergraduate degrees by end of Spring te1m,
2000).A degree or experience in IT, business,(}.' f.nance is areal ~us. ,nterested indi\iduals who meet our requirements y,111 be invited to take an
api,tude assessment to ensure that their infoinatilln potential IS high. Urrestncred Y,,,.-;; authonzatoo 1s required IOI at least the three-year durallOn
of the program.
To apply fO! the UST Program, send your resume and CO\oer lett~ expies~ng your interest to the attention of COL-UST ~a e-ma I to:
cisres@fanniemae.com or fax to· (202) 752-5554.Al' resumes for our up<om ~ UST Program, scheduled to begin in Ju~ 2000, must
be submitted no later than October 15, 1999.
·

www.fanniemae.com
Famie Mae is an equal 0W)llun1ty em~,'ef that ixomotes d11-ffilt)' aoo hues 1•,,thout regard 10 race, c~ religion, natJOOal ongin. disabil1ty, sexu.i OIIE!lliltion or
~le-an status. We ixomote ad1ug-fi~ woo. enw00llell1

~~ FannieMae~
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and Photographers,
If Interested In Writing For The Nations
Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper
Please Call Us
at 806-6866 or Come Visit Us On '11he Plaza
Level Of Howard Plaza Towers West.

We didn't become Fortune magazine's America's
Most Admired Company • by accepting the status quo.
We got there by hiring and training graduates -with the
confidence and courage to think in innovative and
revolutionary ways.
No other corporation can match the diversity
of opportunities at GE. Because -we have small company
attitudes "With l arge company strengths, -we set no limits,
no boundaries. You can move from industry t o industry,
discipline lo discipline, and never leave GE.
We're a leader in every business -we compete in,
and w e're looking for leaden, like Leyton who "Will take
us even further. Start your c areer by visiting our website
no-w. An E qual Opportunity Employer.

Learn abo~~

'!S~!f~f·,~-.;~); , ·

ne~rs. com

IN'ININ'. g~~e:1..

,,

Please Join Us at Our
Information Session
Oct. 5th - 5:30 - 6:30pm
Blarkburn Center
(:t.1rl'PT

•

l'lra\r rn,rji, 111 d111,., & tun,-.
Pla, r t1;~11t Offlrl't f r,r "") Jo.\ l

1,111/,.

)'""rr /,ru,g r\ .

n1i1111I,

We bring good things to life.
-----------------------------------------GE A,,c,atl Eng,nus • GE. Appliances • Gt C•P•tal Services · Gl Corporate Resoarch and Dev elo p m ent• GE lndu11nat Syt1 e ms
GE t n l ormation Serv,ces • Gl Lighting • Gt l\1ed,cal Sys1ems • GE Plasttcs • GE P ower Systo ms • GE Supply · GE T,1n1PO"•t1on S~t onis • NBC
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Fo1111ded in 1924

The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924

Bills, Bills, Bills
etting tough on the little guy usu- was this concern last year? The Univerally means that adherents to the sity is cracking down on present student
status quo are feeling pressured organizations for the sins of administrato prove their integrity. Nattions of the past.
urally, this exercise never - - - - - - - - - ~ We think that the policy
succeeds because everyone
Our View
regarding phone usage
knows that those who face
and forthcoming accountno restrictions on their abuse The reSlrictive long- ing rules should be applied
distance code policy to the lawmakers themof privilege will carry on as
always.
imposed on student selves. There must be
Stripping all student orga- organizations should equal scales of justice for
be the same for the all. Howard's refusal to be
nizations of their long-distance codes is a phony stunt whole Howard family. transparent has cancerous
by possibly the same parties
implications for the instithat nurtured the problem in
tutional integrity of the
the first place. It appears that it is expe- University. Getting tough usually means
dient to assume a fascist-cum-lately someone guilty in the system is trying to
stance now that the heat is on. Where save his or her job. Good luck?

G

-

H. U. Administration: We Are Watching
art of what made UNITY 2000's that the housing increase was also meant
platform so popular during last to fund? Where is the cable television for
year's campaign season was its the Towers? Please do not allow these
promise to the student body to deliver discrepancies to escape the Board of
full disclosure of HUS A's business along Trustees' 1999 review of President
with a transparent window . - - - - - - - - - - , Swygert's contract.
into the everyday activities
Our View
Howard is currently in a
of its HUSA administraposition in which there has
tion.
Students should not been privilege abuse at the
After myriad disappoint- only hold their leaders highest levels of student
m ents from our student accountable, but also government. Still, these
leaders, many students we!- keep a watchful eye offices are all, in some fashcome any policy that may
on their
ion, supervised by adminisfind them better informed
administrators.
trators. Why are so many
about what their student
asking questions of the stuleaders are doing. Still, students fail to dents, yet so few question the adminishold the real source of many of their trators' supervision?
woes - Howard University's adminis- This scandal begins at the top, and if we
tration - accountable for its actions.
seek to get the most for our money and
The housing fee increase was supposed refuse to continue being shortchanged,
to fund the replacement of the elevator we must apply pressure to the key places
in Drew Hall. The students have paid for and demand greater disclosure on the
it, so where is the new elevator? Where part of the administration.
is the Internet wiring and room access

P

A Fair Curfew for the District
s night falls on the streets of would otherwise deter juveniles from
D.C., teenagers around the city committing crime.
will keep their eyes on the clock The curfew is not the end-all solution
and their foot halfway on the Metro in to juvenile crime. But it is a positive
fear that they will violate the city's device to keep kids off the streets and
recently enacted curfew law.
safe at home with their families. Instead
The code demands that . - - - - - - - - - -~ of arguing the moral and
kids under the age of 17
Our View
constitutional value of the
must be in by 11 p.m. on
curfew law, we should
weeknights and by midnight The youth curfew can applaud the fact that thouon the weekends. The city help to keep young
sands of kids will have
drafted the code in an people at home with time with family, doing
attempt to lower the juve- their families and out homework, watching telenile crime rate. City plan- of dangerous situa- vision - instead of hangners hope that with kids at tions, but it must be ing out on the street and
home instead of in the
applied uniformly
possibly being exposed to
streets, there will be fewer and fairly throughout dangerous situations.
opportunities for kids to
the District.
While we do not disagree
commit crimes.
with the theory of a curfew,
Opponents of the curfew say that the we do express concern over its real-life
curfew invades the parental rights and application. Curfew enforcement must
allows the government to play too strong be applied fairly and equally in aJl parts
a role within family decision making. of the city, from Georgetown to AnaSome city critics believe that the use of costia. The curfew cannot and must not
the curfew is a cheap excuse to avoid be an excuse to harass innocent youths,
spending money on youth programs that no matter where they live.
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Letters to the Editor
How To WRITE Us

Dear Editor.
I wa.< appalled and <hocked co read !ht anacle
aboul che fom1er Howard Secunly Gunrd who
wanled lo hll1her hi, education (fonn<:r llowanl
Sccunly Guanl Alleges Unfa,r T,eaUll(Ol, Oct. I].
When you make a pronuse 10 someone and ,ay ) ou
are going to implcrncut so1nc11ung.. you arc JUPpo~ 10 heed your word. Ob, iou,ly. Or. Swyscn
and lhc admani<trauon J>hortchongcd Mr. Sp,.-nce unJ
others who \\OUlal licnclil from the pr~d mccn
uvcs lluc emrlo}ce, -.ould have rc-cel\cd le "
actions l1kr thl<i 1hatcreate 1en,ion :unongs.t oor own

P«'!'k

Yes, Spence was wrong for bis ,l.ill;illg of lhc pre<·
id<:01. buc he ha,, c,c,y rigl1110 be angry Thi• i< 1hc
reason why you don'I ""blM:ks ,uwo,1ing thcir
0\\-ll in~hluuon~ !-Ui;h a-s banks and uni\c1'iuc~.

\\'h<n )UU don"1 rive p,,opl< whac chc)' \\Ml. thcn
Chc:y wall ,uppon lr.kliuonally wbM in,111u1100,. I
am ,ure lh.11 m Univcr<ity of ~IM)IIIOd or G,:orgc
\\'a'5.hlngton 1hcr \\oulJ gin~ 1ncent1,·ts for t.hcu

cmplo)ecs.
\Vhc'o are \.c gorns to ~wt getting ouneh-c-,
1ogc1hcr anJ ,cop tre:1ting euch 01h<r 111,e garl>agc?
The cu.-.todiam. eng1111.-crs and groun<hke..."J-'l'C:rs arc
human.100.
Hopefully. Swncn can resol,·e lhi• sa1ua1ion and
lhc probkm, wilh rcgastralion. If thing, Jon°1
chanl!" soon.1be •~fecc-a·•
"'°" develop n b3d

.,;u

repulation.

Pccer J Boykin
Second Year GmJ S1ude111
School of Educalion

THE HIU.TOP. thenonon·s lJlrgest Blackcolle!l)ll1C ncwspapcr.cnoour•
age. you co share your opinions on articles published in the ncwspa•
per. THE HILLTOP will only publish leuers >ddrcssed directly 10 the
Edicorinl EdJCor in response to published articles. The HILLTOP Edi1orinl Boon! reserves the right 10 edic lecu,r.. for ,p.1CC and hltt3f)' style.
AJl leuers must be typed. signed nnd anclude n complete addres, o.nd
telephone number.
The opinions e.,prc:.scd on the Edilorial Page arc the views of the THE
HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not du'cctly reflect the opinion of

Howard University. ics Administration, individual Hillcop Policy Board
members. or che Sludenl body. The opinions exJ)l"C'osed on lhe Perspectives !"'ge arc those of the wri1ers and do not represen1 the view of
che Ediconal Boord.
Plca.se Address Leners 10:
The Edi1orinl Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW

Washington. O.C 20001
or via emrul 31
1hebill1op@ho1mail.com

THE MlssION STATEMENT
Produr,d tlllirtly by the studtms it s,r,•es. THE HIUTOP is rht
11t wspoper of record/or tht Howard Unil'trsity community.
\Vithin its pog,s. our readtrs will witness objtctiv, reporting and
storits II rittt11/rom a 1111iqutly black p,rspecri,•e at tht premitrt
historically black Uni,•trsity i11 the world. \Vt proudly co11tinu, a
troditio11 of txctllenc,, for our readtrs and our distinguished
ltgacy deservts nothing ltss.

THEIIILLTOP
APkll,I, O. TuR.,'lai

Dear E!Jicor.

A her reading Rnndy Shon·, >111ele an che Sepe. 24
issue of Th,• Hit/top cnhtkd ··U.N. to Seek E,1ensioo of Mission an Haili."" I was•••')' dr"'Pf'Oinled
10 11:k~ l,\CL of r~~arch and rclcvanct' used. H~ conveniently forgO\ 10 nien1ion 1ha1 Pn:,1dcn1 Prcval
dl!sitts :m c,1cn~1on because he wants the•~ to

Editor-in•Chi,f

JASO"' T. S'1ml
MtllUlging Editor
RAPIAII DAVIS

KH~AN SUAR.:S

Productio,a Ediror

SABA BIRFJ>A

Cm-EorroR

He also ,ca1ed io h" article lha1 H:uu ha., had a
domocnuc govcrnmcnl for only fl\C )~3U. :,,nee
19-15. lhc govcrruncn1 has~ decccd l>y lhc ('\.'\>pie. Hai1i s government COll.'1>1' of a prcsiden1.
who is elecled 10 one five-year lrnrt, a b1can1cral
legislature and a suprome coun. Th" infomration
is DOI difficult 10 find. So "'hY did you decide nol
10 include ii?
Did you con.sider lhc effects of 1he lroop, being
there 0< bow 1hc 11.. uan people feel nbou1 ii? Did
you c,a wonder af lhc troops wtte r<ally domg their
jobs? Did you lhink 1lla1 lhe Haitian communily 01
Howanl would JU<t allow you 10 painl sucb a grim
ponrai1 of our country w11hou1 us <J:><akrng 001
again,;t if> The next time you chOCKe 10 wri1c abou1
anolh.:rcountry. can ioupie:l.se nocoo 11 \\hile loo!.•
ini ctuooi;h a n.anmv American len,.

Ln,,. Sl\mo=
Nation/1\brld Editor

Sheila Ch,rfalus.
Ha,tian Studcn1 A,<oeiauon Vr« Pre,1den1

Managing Editor

Campus Editor

ws.vm lhe lhug, Md rrula13nl grou"' in Haiti an
Of'dcr to en-.urt Yfrl) during n1.:,u year'll> tlcruon.

0

Kl\10TIIY K. BROWN

CHARLES CoUC\IAN

F.ditorial Editor
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Supreme
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L. J. Ell,,\:"\ll

he United States Supreme Coun has a problem. The nine Justices who currently serve on
the Supreme Coun ha,-e shameful records
when ii comes to hiring minority and female
law clerks. This means that they, and therefore
their decisions. are denied 1he benefits and input that
comes with diver,;i1y.
On Monda}' I stood with Howard students. presidents of
national bar associations and e.~ecu1ives from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 10
express our concern to 1be nation and the Supreme Coun.
Chief Justice William Rehnquist would nor respond 1othe
letters, faxes and phone calls sent 10 him about the human
resource practices in the Judicial branch.
II was at this press conference that my eyes were opened
to how seriou, this bsue has become. As powerful and
inOuenrial individuals stood and e.itpressed their problems,
minorities be11an 10 understand 1he imponance of the
struggle. Ho"' ironic, the system that makes decisions on
affirmative action and equal employment rights is still
using medieval methods of hiring.
Although nearly 20 percent of current law school graduates are minorities, only 7 percent of the current Justices·
Jaw clerks have been people of color (out of 428, seven
have been African Americans; five have been Hispanics;
18 have been Asian Americans. and none have been
Native American). The ethnic group most affected by the
Supreme Court decisions have been Native Americans,
who consequently are the only group mentioned in the
Constitution of the United States of America. Also. while
more than 40 percent of law school gradunres have been
women, only 25 percent (108 out of 428) of the Justices·
clerks have been females. Furthermore, nearly half of the
Justices· law clerks come from three schools: Harvard,
Columbia. and \'hie.
Over the past twenty years, 1he role of the law clerks has
grown. 1be majority of cases filed with the Supreme Court
is reviewed by law clerks. who ha,e a significant role in
determining which cases are heard. Thus. the majority of
the cases submitted 10 the Court are disposed of without
any Justice ever reviewing the legal arguments in favor of
or against a case being heard. Funhermore. Supreme Court
law clerks write the first drafts of many decisions. as well
as much of the final language.
While the role of the clerks has grown. the importance
of the cases heard has remained paramount. The Supreme
Coun has the final say on important issues like civil rights.
religious freedom. police brutality, affirmative action,
and sexual harassment. With law Clerks playing ,uch an
1mpor1an1 rolt in a body thal has a tremendous impact on
the lives of every American, the lack of diversity is both
saddening and alarming.
On Oct. 5, 1998, the NAACP led a rally at the U.S.
Supreme Court to demand justice. Nearly 20 people,
including NAACP President and CEO Kwesi Mfume.
were arrested for civil disobedience at the rally while trying 10 deliver the resumes of qualified minority and
women applicants 10 the Justices. Since then, Mfume,
along with 1he president, of several ethnic minority bar
associations. have written 10 the Supreme Court Justices
and asked to meet with them 10 establish a sy,1em through
which qualified minority and women applicants can be
considered and hired. A, of this writing. lhe Ju,1ices have
not responded.
I join Mfume. along with the presidents of the minority
and women's bar 11roups. in encoura11ing 1he Supreme
Coun Justices 10 open their hiring practice,. The fact that
the Supreme Coun Justices continue to select a largely
homogenous group 10 serve as 1heir la11, clerks is an insult
10 the notion of ju,1ice that they arc meant 10 uphold. As
a senior with an aspiration to attend law school, I was disheartened 10 realize 1ha1 my candidacy 10 become a clerk
will not be equally considered because of the color of my
skin or ethnic background.
Must I attend Harvard in order 10 have a toe in the door
of opponun11y? Will I be among those lost in the shuffle
if I attend Howard or the University of Michigan Law
School' Or must I wail until the Supreme Court Justices
feel it's ume to fill a quota?
II is hard 10 believe that justice is blind when ii only has
one worldview.
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Tyrrell LJ. Eiland, o 11atil'e ofPon Chester, NY., is o senior
i11 the School ofArchitecture and Pla1111i11g tmd the presidem Jc1r tlu Bi.\011 Chapter of the NMCP.
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A;\L\N l>A HOLM.\ :-eparation for the descendants of African slaves
is the scariest concept in American society. We
feel mor,; cornfonable talking about reparations
for Jews from the Swiss government. We actually have paid reparations to Japanese-Americans who were placed in concentration camps during World
War II.
Why then have we nor talked about reparations for the 35
million black Americans who still live w11h ,Javery's economic and social legacies?
Many readers may be thinking: "Why do blacks have 10
keep bringing up slavery? After all, it is in the past. right?
If we can just move on, things would be better for everyone.'' Anyone who believes this needs a little psychiatric
treatment.
Sla\'ery had and still has a strong hold over everything
black people do in this country. We are not behind white people economically because we're lazy and ignorant. For our
first 200 years in North America, v.-e were denied the right
10 accumulate property and wealth and education.
Imagine what America would look like if the Italians and
Irish were not allowed to own businesses, collect a paycheck
for their daily work or buy property for the first 200 years
they were here. We certainly wouldn't be celebrating St.
Patrick's Day e,-ery March, nor would we visit a city called
Las Vegas. Nev.
Blacks' unpaid labor and social contributions (music,
ans. military service. ,ports. mechanical inventions. etc.)
have made this country great. Whites· fortunes have been
created from black blood. sweat and rears since the first
African arrived on our shores. If we look a1 America in its
proper context, behind e,-ery great "white·· institution there
arc black people's efforts and ingenuity.
So how can we pay reparations to 35 million black Americans? First. wc must look at sla,-e records, daily wage rates
over the period of slavery's operation and auction prices paid
for slaves 10 begin to estimate what blacks should be paid.
Certainly. an economist in our esteemed university would
love to earn the Nobel Peace Prize for working out the figure, for this one. After calculating the total amount owed,
the American government would have 10 supply blacks an
annual tax credit. Black people could finally see that equal
playing field looming on the horizon.
In my opinion, reimbuo;ing black America is the only we
can reach any foundation of racial truce or understanding.
After all. money talks. White America embracing multi•
culluralism (which is subject 10 interpretation) hasn·1
improved race relations. Our own Ricky Byrdsong is a tragic reminder of that.
We need an honest dialogue about slavery and its effects
in society. If Ward Connerly is looking for ~n end 10 affirmative action (a practice that benefits white women more
than ii docs blacks), then simply excuse blacks from paying any sort of taxes until the debt i, paid.
Some may think 1ha1 such an endea,'Or would break America financially (and socially). To those who think blacks
should not be reimbursed, we will gladly take back our con1ribu1ions 10 society: rock •n' roll. jazz. disco, swing. blues
(country's bl ack cousin). hip-hop. reggae, open heart
surgery. slop lights. golf tees, blood transfusions ... shall I
go on? Just show me the money! Can we afford not 10?

R

Dear Mr. Damon Waters,
'

CH,\RLES CoLEM,\N,

le most of the buzz surounding the perspecves page last week was
arguably centered around our
Hl'SA president. I w~s more
focused on vour "Chaos Y>, The
Code." Upo~ re,1ding your obno,ious opinion of the Student Code of
Conduct and your descript.ion of
the University, I became increasingly nauseated.
Firstly, Howard University is jus1 1ha1 - a university.
Despite the presence of some house Negroes, Howard
is not a plantation and we should avoid not being critical of our University and its policies if indeed we find
fault within them. I questioned whether you were acrually :.crious or just having imense hallucinations when
you painted your benevolent fairy tale pteture of a
"happy land," labeled it HO\.,ard University. "nd ;,ddeJ
the evil American Ci\'tl Liberties Union monsters as
int.ruder, to our paradise.
The leaders that Howard produced and boasts of did
not make their mark by ,ettling for anything that the
administration handed them and neither should we. I
shudder 10 think what 1he careers of James Farmer. Amiri
Barak.a, and K"'.tme Tore would have been if thcv had
been infected with your mind set.
•
Still, there arc excerpts of die column that I would like
10 reference and rebut, 10 quell the argument that this
might be a personal attack.
In the last (),'lrn)!rdph, you mention that you will continue 10 suppon a "Howard University Code of Conduct
that clearly defines acceptable beh3\iors.'' II seems
interesting to me that someone with cnouih g,111 to refer
10 an_,. cross section of the Howard Univer,;ity student
body as "class-lacking prepubescent slobs" who dwell
in 'lheir abyss of carnal mediocre subsistence" would
not be at least be marginally familiar with the situation.
The ignorance expressed in your proclamation of the
Code that you will support ,how, that such familiarity
is absent from your otherwise admittedly impressive
arsenal of misused SAT vocabulary word,. At the basis
of this dispute is the fact 1ha1 the student body-which
has not betrayed itself by misplaced loyalties - along
with the "anarchist ideologues,'' as you cynically refer

JR.

10 the ACLU. believes that the Code is deficient in its
description of "acceptable behaviors." The problem
with the Code is that the language is too vague, but l
guess that fan1iliarizing ourselves.with issues before we
write about them wuuld tnlce 100 much effort.
The third part of my af1!Umen1 comes in defense of the
sltldenl body. I wonder how someone who claims 10 love
this institution so adamantly crui carry a conscience after
,-ehernently. albeit unsuccessfully, altempting to beliltle
students in opposition of the Code. ls there any solace
in knowing that you bnvc played a hefty part in direct•
ly cont.ributing to the bourgeois attitude that has been
the real reason behind our "beloved University\" declining reputation?
Mr. Waters, your article speaks constantly of the University's "mission." Again, how wc choose to write on
topics of which we '-ITC"' poorly informed is beyond my
comprehension, yet you do ii with a cons"lency that is
near uncanny. Your suggestion, of raising tuition and
other academic standards as a means of weedmg out a
certain caliber of student arc direct betrayals and contradictions to that same mission that )'OU hold so sacred.
As a word of advice, I V.'Ould caution you, as you arc
running the risk ot being labeled a Benedict Arnold considering your opinion. combined with the fact lha1 you
are a Howard graduate, and an employee of the Office
of Student Life and Activities. Some radical individuals might vcnrure 10 ,ay that you were "prompted" to
write such an argument. but I am ,urc that ,uch accuAmanda Holman i., a .m,dem at NorrhM .stem U1mfrt rsiry
sations are completely unfoundeJ and ridiculous.
his also interesting to me that now you are strikinj!ly and" ca/111111,ist for the Daily Northwesum.
in fa,'Or of such First Amendment restrictions, yet you
were an undergraduate at Howard during an era when
you enjoyed many of the same freedoms which you are
presently in fn,or of cunaiLiog. In conclusion. I will leave
you with one of Shakespeare\ most famed quotes: "To
thine own self bet.rue.'' Hopefully you will learn the t.rue
meaning of this principle before you expre,s another
opinion.
With regnrd\,I am,
Charles Coleman. Jr.
Charles Coleman, Jr. is a j1111ior political .1cience
majorfrom Queem, N. Y., mu/ the Edilorial E,litor for111e
Hilltop.
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l Gore, the incumbent
V,ce President and
Democratic presidential candidate. is moving his national campaign headquarters down 10
Nashville. Tenn. Some spinsters are
calling this move a return 10 Gore's
"roots," and perhaps he is looking 10
rejuvenate his campaign through the
primarie, with the help of some
southern charm. While Gore docs
enjoy a winning record for his 'Tennessee campaigns, this is more likely a strong foreshadowing of what
could lie ahead in 2000- the end of
Al Gore's Washington career.
Despite his campaign's attempt 10
rebuild his image as an everyday guy
with a modest farm boy upbringing.
Gore's public image as a stiff. privi-

'&A~

Racial
Harmony
Will Come
Only With
Reparations

lcged, Washington-bred bureaucrat
will be hard 10 change. The American electorate is never given enough
credit for being informed or educated about candidates and issues. However, in the case of Al Gore, there is
little ambiguity. This 1enncssee farm
boy is a career politician who spent
his forma1ive years al St. Albans
High School in Washington. Sure. he
left D.C. and spent time in Cambridge. However. he returned and
began working in public office. Gore
has been in Washington for the past
23 years and wants 10 remain here for
another four. if not eight.
Americans acknowledge the fact
that Al Gore has served his country
with military service in Vietnam, a
combined 16 years as a United Stares
representative and senator, and now

the sitting Vice President in his second term. But Americans pt.'Ople also
acknowledge that he has lost touch.
Gore has been in D.C. for far 100 long
and is out of sync with the America's
pulse. This. and the fact that he is
associated with an administration that
most Americans are ready 10 replace.
docs not bode well for his hopes of
leading America into the 21 st century.
Whal Gore doesn't realize is that he
is suffering from vice-presiden1.iali1is. If he thinks a ,1.rong economy and
Incumbency arc going 10 pave his
way into the While House. he is mismken. Clinton fatigue is real and
American, nre ready for a change.
While the Clinton Administration
may be experiencing strong public
approval. eight years with the same

ABRACIO
administration is a long rime. Similar public fatigue was seen with the
Reagan administration in 1988.
While Bush managed to pull off a
victory as the sitting vice president,
Gore faces a more difficult situation
as part of an administration marked
by more public scandals.
Furthermore, Gore is boring and
uninspiring. His appearances on
Larry King Live and or her talk shows
leave \'Otcrs thinking. "There is just
something about him; I could never
vote for him." These sentiments have
been echoed by other esteemed
public figure,.
The questions remain: when Al
Gore talks, do people really listen?
When people look at him. do they see
the next president? Judging from the
latest polls and the recent Federal
Election Commission filings show-

ing him raising less money 1han
BraJley in this quarter. probably not.
People sec in Gore the conventional politician and they want a change.
If he wants 10 fulfill his dream of
occupying the Oval Office he must
do something 10 change this perception. Al Gore must distance himself
from the Clinton Administration and
prove that he has not been molded by
Washington. However, the reality is
that Gore is facing some heavy hitters who have managed 10 attract 1he
public eye because of their distance
from the Washington lifestyle.
There is Bill Bradley, Rhodes
Scholar and NBA Hall of Farner, who
served in the U.S. Senate for eighteen
years but has been distant from the
Washington lifestyle for many years
now. And there is George W. Bush,

the governor of the second-largest
s1n1e in the United States. who enjoys
a great media image and respectable
last name, and despite being the son
of a former president has been able
10 distance himself from the Washingtonians.
Mr. Gore and his campaign have
their work CUI OUI for them. Still, the
general feeling suggests 1ha1 no matter how mnny times he changes his
image. claims a reinvigoration of his
campaign. or moves his headquarters.
Al Gore will not be the next president
of the United States.
Joseph Labmcio is a sr11de111 m Dartmowh College and a co/11m11isrfor its
s111dent paper, Tlte Darrmo111h.
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s the lights dimmed. the

audience at the 9:30 Club
cheered as anticipation
grew for the strong, mellow voice of
Dido, a popular 26-year-old British
singer who has critics comparing
her to artists such as Sarah Mclachlan, Jewel and the Cranberries.
Dido captivated the audience with
her folk-like singing, techno beat
and funky rhythm,. Accompanied
by a band and a OJ, she ga,-e the
audience what they had been waiting for. Dido mixed and matched
different styles of music so Ihm they
became one. The crowd seemed to
be in a trance, swaying back and
forth while the rhythm flowed
through their bodies. Suddenly. the
mellow music exploded into a heavy
drum bass with congas, as the bass
guitar and Dido followed. This was
truly a show of international sound
and flavor.
Dido's casual demeanor coincided
with the audience she performed
for. Dressed in black pants and a
white fiued shirt, she easily could
have blended into the crowd. Each
band member had their own funky
identity to match their particular
personalities. The band represent•
ed an international mixture. including a Latino man wearing a da.~hiki with locks, playing the drums and
the congas. An African-American
bass player from the Wa~hington,
D.C., area dressed in black jeans, a
T-shirt and Michael Jordan tennis
shoes. The background singer's
pink hair matched her pink shirt

LIi• and L11l•11r11 al
Howard Unlv•r•lly

INVASION OF THE Cal PHoNES

·Dido Performs,
Conquers 9:30 Club
By T URA\'A B R\'AI\T
Hilltop Staff Writer

htty//hilltop.howard.edu
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and black leather pants. A Caucasian DJ was dressed completely in
hip-hop gear. Each member had
their own music specialty and was
able to bring their t31ent to the group
to make a compilation of sounds
that blended to create a force of
alternative music.
Dido performed some of her hit
songs off of her debut album No
Angel. An aggressive yet sweet•
sounding tone began 1he concert as
she sang ··Hunter." the story of a
woman ready to experience the
world on her own. The OJ broke
into a heavy baseline while scratching over records to create 1he feel of
a hunter mentality, on the prowl
ready to take on the world and anything that it ha.~ 10 offer.
A white spotlight focused on Dido
as 1he lights moved from 1he band.
She began 10 sing ''Thank You."
The audiences sang the chorus in
unison with Dido, "I want to thank
you for giving me the best day of
my life." The crowd's eyes glistened as the emotions of the song
blanketed the room. Couples got
closer, snuggling with each other as
they watched Dido perform
It was a somber yet electrifying
mood as Dido sang about love lost,
found, and conquered. Although the
club was no1 packed to capacity,
she gave the audience an excellent
performance. Al the end of the performance, the audience wanted an
encore. Dido and the band returned
10 the stage and played three more
songs, including nearly 1980s song
by the Police. Dido may remind
critics of various popular female
artists, but she still ha, a sound and
style all her own

Cell Phone~ ore tx.-comlng a part of dall) life. the gro" inA populnrlt)

By AOt;l,lA FAISON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Ruff Rydcr"s Firs! Lady: E,-e

B Y L AURA F ~:KNANDEZ

Hilltop Staff Writer
Grade: B
She's every thug's dream wife, a
combination of street smarts and SCJI
appeal, a R11jfRyder. From speeding
on motorcycles to dancing salsa, Eve
brings fourth a masculine presence in
a ladylike frame which makes her
standout from the rest of the females
in the rap game. With the likes of her
dogs, OMX and the LOX, E,-e holds
her ow11 as Ruff Ryders' first lady.
The talented Swizz Bcatz production team laced all the tracks on her
self-titled debut, adding an extra
incentive to pick up the album.
The platinwn single "What Y'all
Want" from the RuifRydersalbum put
Eve on the map and had many dtirsting for another dose from the blond
bombshell. The first single from her
debut, "Oona Man," is already a hit
and continues 10 climb the charts.
Thetrackisreminicem oftheMethod
Man, Mnry J. Blige l_lit, "Y0t1're All I
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Need." "\Vifey i11 yo11r life, )'OIi see for•
ew,rbe 1<rlpasse11ger side ifrl,e Bell/•
le): orrl,e 111111,ber n,-o bus." The delicate beat and tight hook will have you
chanting the ghetto love song all day.
For the hardcore hip-hop heads, the
track "Scenario 2000"' may very well
be the hottest joint on the album.
OMX kicks off the track with his
usual high-energy. wmltercd rap style
and Eve holds it down with her ''raw
dog" attitude. The Lox come across
clear and precise with their hoodlumStyle lyrics that tie the whole song
together. Eve represents her stomping grounds with Roe-a-Fella artist,
Bennie Siegel on the track " Philly.
Philly." They both rhyme about dieir
hometown and bow they penetrated
the rap industry. "Heaven Only
Knows" is the realistic tale of Eve's
beginnings as a stripper in a oorrupl
world and her realizations along the
way that made her the woman she is
today. Her flow was consistent on this
track and you could wlderstand some
of her situations as many woman have
Sec; E.VE, 132

I

You're in the middle of class when the teacher asks
a question that bas everyone dumbfounded. Answer
anyone? Silence. Then om of nowhere,
RINGGGG ... RINGGGG .. RING! This situntion is
not at all an unfamiliar one. Many Howard University students hear phone rings in class more often
than they hear correct an,wers to questions. While
this may be an exaggemtion. the growing popularity of cellular phones among college students.
When many current Howard students were in
high school, it was considered "cool'" or "fly'' 10
possess a pager. In 1996. high school students were
astonished al the mega-use of cell phones in the
movie "Clueless."'
Now, wireless communications services such as
Sprint and Bell Atlantic venture on college campuses to solicit business from students who need
an "extra way to keep in touch." All a student has
to do is fill out a simple form, answer a few questions and decide which plan is best for them. It \
that simple. A new form of communication can be
added to your life in less than 20 minutes. And co,1
is not a deciding factor. Now with plans from Bell
Atlantic offering free evenings and weekends, a student can chal with family and friends at home all
night long.
There are numerous reasons why students choose
to own a cell phone.The so-called pimp, player or

or celluhlr phon('S nmOnA rolk~c !!tludcnt.~ Is '-OQrinA.

super-popular person may desire a cellular phone
"to keep track of his/her friends."' In this case, the
cell phone is used when home telephone numbers
can't be shared. Cell phones are also used by certain "overprotective mamas"' who want to keep tabs
on their children.
There are more practical reasons that students buy
cell phones. However, the reasons may differ
according 10 your gender. One of the most importnnt reason, for females is security.
"A lot of times, I drive all the way lo Buffalo.
NY. by myself. Whal happens if I break down?"
asked Nakanya Magby. a senior psychology major.
"No doubt, my car come_,, with roadside assistance, but how can I get in touch with them if
something happens?"
The main reason for males is accessibility,
whether for business or pleasure. Avery Worrell. an
international business major, said his main reason
has 10 do with his duties at Howard." I am a team
leader, so 1keep my phone on if my team members
need 10 reach me if they run into problems or if they
need help."
Lamonte Geddis, a Howard alum who received
his master's degree in elementary education in May
1999, says a cell phone is a necessity in his life.
"I keep my phone on so my son·s school can contact me at any time. Also. 1still keep ties with my
Howard University family and organizations such
as the Campus Pals. The rates are cheap, ,o why
no1?" he asked. "I have free voicemail during the
da)(, My people leave a mess:1gc, and I call them

back in die evenings when my service 1s free."
Though there are many factors in fa\l1rofthis new
technology. there can be numerous reasons against
getting a cell phone. Aside from the compc1i1ion
between different wireless communication services, there have been reports from customers of
foully phones. and bad sen ice.
Cell phones are also prone to ringing at the worst
pos,ible times. 'fake for instance. the aforeme111ionc<l exan1ple. After lhe phone rings. the entire
class turn, around to sec where the ringing is
coming from. The owner of the cell phone then
docs one of two things: turns off the phone io
embarrassment or leaves the class to take the call.
This is Mill not the worst case of interruption that cell phones cause. Case scenario: You
and your crew are in the movie theater viewing the
scariest flick of the season. The suspense is so thick
you want 10 urinate in your pants. And then, ...
RING ... RING ... lrritming is11·1 it?
Now thot cellular phones have become so popular, they also come in different styles to lit the needi.
of each person. Companie, like Nokia and l\lotoro,
la have sleek designs ,mall enough tn tit inside ol
your palm, complete with voicernail and paging
service. What"s next? In lhc year 2000. will a
mother call her young son's cell phone to let him
know what time she will pick him up'? This idea is
not so unbelievablc.TI1e booming business of cellular phones and other technologies is clear evidence that communication and computers will be
a primary~ of.life ii\ the future.
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From left to right: J-Dante, Mtwerick, Swnb and PZ make up the hot new R&B group IDEAL.

Fil< 1'11()(0

Ste.I Pulse is a
fow decad..s.

!'TM•• group "ith sla.)'ing po"cr. Their donlinan<e has spanned a

BY MIA so~u: KS \I.I.

Hilltop Staff Writer
Grade: A
Have you ever listened to an album. unable to do anything but lean back in
reflection. savoring every note and lauding its artistic appeal? Don't be surprised if that i, what happen, when listening 10 lncogni1o·s new album. No
Time Like the F111111Y.
There is no time like 1hc present 10 buy to this album. h consists of more
than 50 musicians. Although there arc few core members of the British band,
many artists record a 1mck or more with Incognito upon request. Most of them
arc studio musicians who work with many different bands. or friends of JeanPaul "Bluey" Maunick. the originator of the band. Maunick is in actuality the
only consistent member of Incognito. but all of the ar1isis who contribute to
the album arc considered part of the Incognito family.
The song "Wild .ind Peaceful" opens 1he album with excellent percussion
and a soft ,ound. Ii parnllels the title of the song. as instrumentally 1here is a
101 going on. bu11hc listener is relaxed by the smooth delivery.
In "Gel Imo My Groove:· 1ncogni1ocxpresses frustration with political lies.
The song chides poli1ician, for not being in 1ouch with lheirconsti1uents. "'Jell
me/how arc you gonna change the world/when you haven't got 1he love." the
song implores.
The passiona1c ballad "Marrakech" is defini1ely a winner. II follows a
woman\ midnight Journey 10 a ci1y where "I know you'll be waiting." The
meaning is 10 be personally interpreted by lhe listener. However. 1he music
as well as 1he lyrics will cap1urc you in 1his song. The tune is simply angel•
ic wilh a hint of my,t<'Y· The vocal, are delica1e. fervent. lcavinr the listen•

IDEAL Continues Long Line Of
R&B Success
BY ADEi.iA FAISON

Hilhop Srnff Wri1er
Ideal is defined as a concept embodying per•
fec1ion. Perfection being 1he primary 1hough1. J.
Danie. Maverick. PZ. and Swab bring jus1 1ha1.
This Houston R& B sen,ation con1inues in the tra·
di1ion of their fellow Texans Des1iny's Child,
bringing smooth vocals and 1igh1 harmony.
IDEAL has definitely made an impac1 on the Billboard char1s with their self- titled debut album.
IDEAL has already proven to be a hot group for
years to come. The group is made upof four distinct personalities 1ha1 show four very different
sides oflove and life. J-Dante. b a good-looking
19-year-old with a smooth tongue. Swabb a 21year-old chocolate sweetie for the girls who have
the 1as1e for a "ruffneck."' PZ i, a 21-year-old cu1ie
who reminds listeners of the boy nex1 door vowing to pro1ec1 his woman's heart. La,,1 but not least
i, 22-year-old Maverick, the shy guy who expre,,es his feelings through song.
The guy, grew up lis1ening to ,uch arhsi, as
Fmnkie Beverly & Maze. S1evie Wonder. The hie)'
Bro1hers. and TheTimc. Five years ago. bro1hers
Maverick and Swab. their fir,1 cou,in P'.l. and high
school friend J-Oan1e teamed up in Hou,ton.

They didn'1 become serious abou1 singing 11n1il
people ,1ar1ed 1clling 1hem they had the potential
10 go far. 11,eir first real performance consisted of
an invi1ation 10 sing al a senior breakfast. In
be1ween exlntcurricular sports in high school.
they managed 10 perfec1 their crnfl in church
choirs and high school 1alen1 shoWs. Soon. IDEAL
was being scou1ed by local producers and managers for a record deal. They were introduced 10
Virgin Records Senior Vice President Eric
Brooks, who signed 1hem immediately.
Though there have already been comparisons 10
Jodeci. and Boyz II Men. lde.11 brings its own flavor 101he scene. Unlike many 01herR&B groups.
IDEAL prom"es 10 bring back real singing and
four-part harmony. Soon af1er 1hey signeJ their
record deal. 1he group went through "arti,1 de,-elopmenl." ,pending lime on choreogmphy, wri1ing.
and perfec1ing lheir harmony. This process 100k
almos1 two years. but once the LP seriously rocks
music charls everywhere. 1he world will see that
1he 1wo years was worth 1he wait.
IDE,\L 's first single. "Get Gone:· has been
prancing on the charts ever since 1heir album
dropped Augusl 2-tlh. This song deals wi1h lhe
popular topic of independence in 1he ban le of the
sexes. The chorus alone is enough 10 set 1ri Oing
females ,mughl md make them take a look in the

mirror. Sensuali1y. urban dmma. love and happiness arc heavily discussed on their album. with
no holds barred. ·"Things You Can·1 Do." an
uptempo story of a young man sminen with an
older woman. is sure 10 get anen1ion. This track
is reminiscent of "How S1elln Got Her Groove
Back" with a relaxed type of authority.
Many people \\Orked together 10 make IDEAL's
debut album a success including singer/songwri1er/producer Joe with his deli\"ery of" Jealous
Skies:· Laney Stewart of Red Zone supplies ·•1
Don't Mind." a funky track thal will soon be
known as a "gheno ballad.''
Other 1rncks 10 lislen out for include .. There's
No Wa):°' a summertime groove complete wilh
live orchestm siring,. ··creep IN N" is an enticing love song a,king ladies 10 JOIII the group at a
gathering pince for fun. IDEAL also co-wrote
1mcks such as "Tell Me Why" and "Never Let You
Go." Jus1 lis1ening 10 IDEAL. i< evident 1ha1
these guyi; write from 1he hear1. They include their
experiences 10 create a wonderfully phai album
that is sure 10 hit a s1creo near you.
As a whole. IDEAL is enough to bring about
change in a somewhal mediocre field of R&B.
Enough 10 change a woman·, percep1ion of
1o<lay's Black man. Jnd enough to p<'ttnan~nlly
change the mramng of th~ word Ideal ..

er wantlnl! more.

The danceable instrumenial song ··Fearless" incorporates a dau.liag samba
rhythm and engaging monas1ic chnn1,. II slirs an empowering sensation in
the spiri1. TI1c in,1rumental "Blnck Rain" ends 1hc cd wi1h an eccenu-ic 1empo
and a wide v:1rie1y of inslrumenis and sounds. lncogni1o·s unique groove is
clearly embodied.
In a rccenl in1erview wi1h TI1c Verve Music Group. Bluey explained 1ha1
Incognito means "in disguise" and the mys•ery allows the group to swi1ch up
which members and sounds arc coming next. "(lncogni1o·s musicf is whal•
C\'er it " a1 the 1,me. like evcry1hing else in art. h evolves wi1h whatever i,
around me at 1hn1 particular momen1." The ma1ure sound, lhe well-wriuen
music anJ 1he my,1ifica1ion that is lncogni10 make ii triumphanl.
TI1e new lncogni10 album is nn enhanced CD. You can slip ii into your PC
and watch the vi<ko 10 1hcir first "ngk. "Nigh1, Over Egypt." which origi•
nated from legendary piani,1 Dex1er Wansel. Incognito works this song well
and add., unexplored Oavor 10 it. Bluey ne\'er takes i1 ligh1ly when he remakes
another person\ song.
Basically, the No Time Like the Fttt11re album is bulter. If you are a die-hard
jau fan. !hi, album is a no-brainer. Bui even if you're not into jau. pick up
the album anyway. You might ju,1 ,uddenl)' turn into an instant Incognito fan.
And if ii happens. don·1 say I didn'I warn you

WHBC 830 AM'S
CORNER
llus month·~ top 20 song~ (in no particular order):
I) Jay l · "Gui's lle,1 Friend"
2> fhe Mounlam Brus. - -Galaxies \The Ne.-\t Le,,:Jf"
3) 01' Din)' B s1arJ "Gut Your Money·
~) Phare ihc Munch •~imr>n ~ 1ys''
5) Ille GZA ll kcr Breake•'
6) Mary J. Bli_ e • · Smcemy•·
7) Coko - ..Sunshine 1Rnn)"
ll) 50 Cent 'How Tu Rob"
9) Les Nubian!. '"Thhou"
10) Blahzny. Blahz.1y - .. Go,>d Ftr Ya' Club"
11) Beenie Man •Pride and Joy"
12) llmlo Metro and Demme - "E\er)one Palls In LO',e (Rm~)"
13) :-tariah Caiey "Hearlbreakcr (Rmx)"
14) Q'.J1p "\'ivranl Thing"
15) Mi<s) Elliot ..AH:-,· My Grill"
16) Noreaga Oh No"
17) Tc m.ir Squ J "Wlutc,ia· Gm Do"
18) G l\lSlf,ce Kill:\h · 'Apollo' Kid<''
19) Donell Jones• "l, Know What', Up"
20) 702 • "Wh= My Girls 1\1 (Rmx)"
*\\ HBC 830 Am 1< HU', campus ,tudent-run cnmpu, radio station
luca1cd in lhe ba.,ement of C B. Powell aka !he School of "C."

*The Slatton operate, from JO n.m. lo midnight seven days a week
offering 1he bes1 m hip-hop. R&B. reggae. go,pcl, and jazz ... plus
co11ntless ,p,:cialty show, all catering w 1he dm:rse must.:al 1as1e ol
Howard's <tud nt body.
"The station !,roadcas1s to Drew Slowe. ilDd Mcridi m and will be
coming through Ilic peakers of 1hc rowc r,. <::oak. Carver and 1hc
Anne., very soon ... so watch ou1 and g~t ready to lock your dials 10
Howard', Pemmal Vibe ., ··WHBC 830 AM!!l"

If These Walls Could Talk
Q.
Dear KiaB & Rosy,
I made the very ,tupid mi\lake of meeung a guy
online in person. We exchanged numbers during a
priv:ue chat and we talked on the phone se,emJ times
prior 10 Ill(' gairung the courage to meet him. I Ju,1
knew that thi< guy was the one for me and that he
and I would hil ii off. Bui lo my surprise. he '"'-'
not whal I had hoped him 10 be. Firs! of all. he \\-a,,
nol my lype and he wa., a total jerk. Whal we had
vibed on over the phone 101ally changed after we
met. I was not impressed with him. bul he wa.s mlher
sminen about me. After \\'C mel I had no intentions
of continuing contact but I see now 1ha1 he had dif.
ferent ideas. So now my problem is that he won·1 stop
calling . He le.wes mther dhtoned and di\lutbing
messages on my machine. On the last message he
commented on how beautiful I w-J< but how fake I
wa., for not calling back. This nwy be simply a coincidence. bu1 e,eryume rm ou1 some"here, he\
there. Now I'm scared and I think this guy is ,talking me. What ,hould I do''
Computer Love

Kia B.: Take 1hi< from a wise owl ... Don't meel
people ofOine.
Ro,y: Well, ii looks hke we have 1he siandard
,talker case on our hands. This is so "Faial Anraction." Watch out. 'The nex1 thing you ~w !hi, guy
will be boiling your bunny (for 1hose of who have
seen the movie). Break om your pen and gel ready
10 sign the restraining order Thi, guy is nm,.
Kin B.: ln,tead of running from this guy by not
answering hi, calls and a,\liding him. )OU arc simply running away frmn 1he problem. Ok. you don·1
like the guy. So tell him that you arc 1101 in1ercs1ed
in him. I highly rc((>mmend that you sohe this problem immedia1ely before things get ou1 of hand. or
boy wa, jusufie<l in calhng you fake because you
didn't keep it real with him. Tell him what the deal
is and hopefully he will get 1he picture.
Rosy: ·\nJ if that doe,11·1 work. )'OU need lo
bring in the au1hori1ies. Keep 1hc number ol
campus police ... rm ,orry. 1he Me1ropoli1an
police handy. Because ,f you arc on campus and

1ha1 call bo,x doc,11·1 work. 11·, all over.
Kia 8 .: Granted. \\Chave some er.mes located on
campu, alone. Howe,-er. I 1hink 1ha1 there are more
locatedonline than anywhere else (tru,1 me!). W11h
JII lhegreal people ou11hcre. you re,or1ed 10 meeting someone from the lnterne1. From wh.11 I know
the only ,1ori~, with h •PPYendings from meeting
people ofOme ore m the movies. lnsiead ol hidmg
behind a computer screen. go back 10 1he old fo,hion w-J.y of meeting people and ie,l\-e the computer
\\Orld alone.
Rosy: Don't you wa1ch 1elevision1 \ bu ,hould ha,-e
already known how this , 1ory i, going 10 turn out
Of course he was going 10 be ugl)' of course he was
going to be psycho. People who ha,e no 01her
cho,ce than to find their date, online u,ually de so
because they can't cul it m person. Don't ,1oop 10 lh.11
J.-el. Step out of the cybern-orld and join u, m the
real world. As my good friend Kia B. alwa), say,,
"No limi1. ho regrets ,ind no guamn1ecs."
Kia Baker & Rosaella Wa,hmg1on
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TASTC~-v •KHR....

CAN YOU SING, RAP,
ACT, DANCE, PLAY AN
INSTRUMENT???
WELL ................. .

Audltluns: <>ctot,er t 8. 1 999

S-9pm

The

B y uppoincntf,!nt o nly
I or n1urc inft.>~ c.1ll us n1 202-48:'l -4659 or c-muil U!-o- nt
Mccc .., ~ howtianc(4"1'yuhuo.co rn
Rt.•v• 1r,,tt<-u 1 • 1n,1) urrl>

DefComecly
Jam Tour
~hrr,

g
Teddy Carpenter

A.J.Johnson

Kid r--apr;

Dolninlque

Marvin Dixon

Saturday, October 30 • 8pm
at the intimate

Cramton Auditorium
2455 6th St. NW• WDC (on the campus of Howard University)
Free parking shuttle service available. & valet parking available

STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8th
AT THEATRES EVERVVVHERE!

Check local li:stin

s for thea~res and showtimes.

1-800-COLLECT

Tickets on sale at all Ticket Master outlets including
Cramton Auditorium Box Office, Hechts. & Kemp Mill Music,
Charge by phone 202-432-SEAT or purchase online at www ticketmaster.com
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FREE MOVIE POSTERS
FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Thursday, October 14
6:00 PM
Cramton Auditorium

Pick up FREE passes ot
Cramton Box Office
Preseo!ecl By

Oflice of Student Activities/
Cramton Auditorium

www.1800C0LLECT.com

www.PREVIEWTHEATER.com

Wednesday, October 13
6:00 PM
1
Cramton Auditorium

Pick up FREE passes at
Cramton Box Office

Prese<ilOdBy

HIJIWI
......
, ......

Office of Student Act1v1ties /
Cramton Auditorium

www.PREVIEWTHEATER.com
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'Beauty' Lives Up to Name

VIDEO RELEASE

Elizabeth

BY B RIAN

J. Cox

Hillcop Scaff Wricer
Grnde: A+

By KtMBFRLllE J. GEF.
Hilhop Scaff Wricer
Grade: B

ity Lester Burnham. For years, he's
coi led chanklessly as a media-magazine
reporcer. suffered the hectoring of his
frigid wife and alienaced daughter wich
a quiet. browbeaccn resignacion, and unwillingly
cashed in his soul for a ,ensible chree-bedroom
house :ind a sport-utility vehicle. Now. ac 42. he is
abouc 10 snap in quintessential suburbnn-whicemale fashion.
"They all see me as a loser:· Lester (dazzlingly
played wich corrosive wit by Kevin Spacey) cracks
in the opening momencs of"American Beauty." the
intelligent and winning new fi lm by British direccor Sam Mendes. The film is, in this reviewer's
humble opinion. the besc major-studio release of
che year. cercain 10 collect more than its share of
litck golden ,cames come Oscar cime. II is full of
brilliant performances and flawless direcuon - all
driven by che compelling scory of a man's "awakening" to the greaccruchs of life.
Although "American Beaucy" lacks the epic
sweep of a ''Ticanic" or even a "Forest Gump." che
movie makes cho,e clunky blockbuscers look like
facile ,111emp1s ac meaningful cinema by comparison. A fair disclaimer. though: if your favorite film
star is Adam Sandler. or if you just cao·c gee O\'er
your love of the "Look Who's l hlking" series. don·c
bocher shelling oul your $7 .50 10 sec this film. Go
see "Love Slinks" or ,omelhing.
"American Beaucy" succeed, because ii reveals
chc commonly unnoticed reality lurking behind
everyday life - look closer, a, the film's movie
posccr reads. II truscs its audience (inscead of pandering 10 ii). and plays ouc wich a knowing archness 1ha1 leaves one 10 quescion chings. which is
che real test of arc: whether we live more fully for
having experienced it.
"This is all just scuff. And it has become more
important to you than living. And honey. 1ha1'sjus1
nucs," Lester snaps al one point 10 his wife. Carolyn (wonderfully played with Barbie-Doll vapid•
icy by Annelle Bening). Carolyn is so enrapcured
with Che thrill of the ral race that she's loo dull to
realize thal there are no winners ouc there: even if
you win che rac race, you're still a rat.
While masturbating in the shower. Leseer tells che
viewer in voice-over mode. chat Chi\ represencs che
high poinc of his day. Like all his rebellion, ac 1his
point. chough. Lescer's auco-erotic escapade i, a
minor one. a quiet. self-regarding affair. Then the
management ac his media-magazine job downsiies
him. and in so doing. ignices chc fire of his spiric.
He's not going 10 cake any more of chis lying down.
During halftime at a high school basketball
game. Lester develops an all-consuming crush on
his daughcer's friend. Angela (portrayed by Mena

P

"Elizabeth." a film by Shekhar Kapur, is now in video scores everywhere.
The movie i, a hiscorical accounc of Queen Elizabech's reign over England, Ireland. and France The film reveals che crials and tribulncions Elizabeth undergoes in order 10 recain her posicion as queen and guide a country lhal 001 only over1ly rcjeccs her au1hori1arian position as ruler, but
rejects her religious philosophies ns well.
The movie cakes place in England in 1554. Aflcr che deach of Elizabeth's
half-sister Mary, Elizabeth is subsequencly called upon to become ruler.
Elizabeth, who is Pro1escan1. is torn becween upholding the predominately accepted views of the Catholic Church or leading che country as her own
conscience diciates.
The movie noc only explores chc religious con1en1ion becwcen the
Procescants and Catholic during a hoscile and incolerant hiscorical ern. buc
display, lhc pervasive misogynistic at1i1ude upheld by che church during
this period. While che movie does an excellencjob of probing the micial
,cages of Elizabeth's reign and depicting the obslacles she mu,1overcome
10 preserve her queenship and her life. che later years of her reign over
England are ignored and unaddresscd.
Some may find the movie dull because ic is 001full of lhe violence, foul
language, and gracuitous sexual behavior chm currencly sends movie sales
skyrocketing. But "Elizabeth" is educational. insightful. and engaging.

Snapshot:
Kings of Comedy

Pholo By Troy 1iru<I
Cedric The Entertainer and Bernie Mac stopped by 2:K:9 " eekend after the
Kings or Comedy tour. The c-omtdy lour will return Oct. 16-17.

Phou> Crt'Jil',.,,.,
Lester Burnhan, (Ke~in Spacey) ertjo)S the change.. he has made in his lire, while hl, wire Carolyn (Annette
Bening) looses her cool in Drtamwor;ks Picture~· •~\merican' Beauty."

Surnri, who rises 10 the role of a Lolica-figure with
assurance). a young cheerleader/nymphet. In a
turn of Che surreal, she suddenly appears alone on
che hardwood floor, and is al><iut lo reveal her
breasts 10 Lester when suddenly a flood of rose
petals come, pouring forch lrom her bo-;om.
Al che center of ic all " che Burnham,• next
door neighbor. Ridy (Wes Bcnclley). a down-

"They all see me as a
loser," Lester (dazzlingly
played with corrosive wit
by Kevin Spacey) cracks
in the opening moments
of '~merican Beauty," the
intelligent and winning
new film by British director Sam Mendes.
low drug dealer who is alw:,ys voyeurisucally
peering through " digital \ldCo camera.
Enchanted wich che "life behind chings:· he
scock, foocage of (among other thing,). a homeless person frozen 10 death on the sidewalk and
of a while plastic shopping bag twirling about

in :,n autumn wind. He's the arti,1 figure of che
movie. the only one nble to look closer than
everyone else 10 witness a glimp,e of chc divine
even in che mo,t mund,ine of setcings. like a lat
ler-day Spinozn.
Le,cer. libcraced from hi, former job. cake, a posicion as a fast-food ca,hicr. He ma,1urba1es more
frequently. e\'en in bed next 10 hi, wife. He trades
in his Toyoca Can1ry for a ·70,, er:, rnu,clc car.
blackmail, hi, former employer for $60.000. ge"
high wich Ricky. and lifts weights manically in an
aucmpc 10 win Angela's affections. Bue it all comes
cr.i,hing down in one dark and "ormy night. when
the emocions of all involved come to a furious conclu,ion.
"American Beauty" doe,n·c worry about being
liked by ceenybopper,, or cynicdl college scudents.
who don't seem lo like much anyway. It simply
works on one's emotions like no other film in
recent memory. Credit the script by Alan Ball. who
signed on a, a producer 10 guard his scrip! on 11,
w.ay to production. He needn't have worried: unlike
standard exerci,e, in suburban emptine" and rol
like 'The Truman Show." "Happine"" :ind David
Lynch·, "Blue Velvec." Mende, film yields a
\\orld of ,triking. almosc unbearable bcaucy 10 be
found even in the most improbable places.
A cookie-cuuer Hollywood flick this is mosc
decidedly not: the film's mesmerizing final
sequence i, prob:,bly worth the price of admi,sion on ies own. See "American Beaucy... and be
moved.

~eanesaa
omestic Violence

Call to Chapel

Cook Hall 7pm

11AM Rankin Chapel

,\111h1·11sial ,\11w11i1 i.-s
_,-fl-;r::>~~~
7:30pm Punchout

Rn Op•ft Dl.#0111,loa

STUDENTS
If you have • temporary photo ID car (no "mag" strip on the back),
please pick up your permanent C1pstoneCard starting nest week.
Please bring your temporary card to the Administnition Building,
Room UM at the ID window to e1ch1nge. r1ease preiat your
validation sticker, also.

Rally
IS WEEK WE WJLJ.J! MeetUGSA
your UGSA Rep

Hours: Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 9:00am to 3:00pm
Wednesday 9:00am to 6:00pm

1

And Undergraduate Trustee
Hilltop Lounge 4-6pm

A V•ry IFll'fsllldl]f
ow;c• o9 th• Vic

OotoMr1999
tud•nt AW.:lra

1 kMrnd l JnM:r.aly Cc~ · o f Pl ,mniacy, N UJ"'1\K and
A.Jli<.·d I I,·ahh S r i,·n<.·<."'

Division of Nursing

Celebrating 30 Years of Collegiate
Nursing Education
~\'('.) 1i) I '~!..• ttf
,,

l!l1a!~-l 11.!IC

M.-..Sonj,I S ~
H o norary ( "h a irperson. 30

,,._,

WRAPPIN' H E A D S by FATIMA
INTRODUCING

,....__ "'"'::TR _•• a k a
<>---0

Ann ivenu,ry (~ommitt«

1~1•1.-..

TEXTVRI-ZING

T l.fl R S.
$40

Slu .1,,,1,00,, W r u 1, or Set

$25
$7.0 ~,--.,,. up

l-f,11rrut
H111r Culur

$15 & up

Prr,.._ & Curl
$35
Wr,u•«· s,,,.. r, ,,t (l:Jring your,,,,;,.)$')<)
(L,11111,•,I

r;u,r Out,,>

Afte r Five
11"'1- , ,.,, .; 0-..;1

All proceed• wllt INneffl etudent ac:holarshlpa
For additional Information, visit our website,
at "II"
t,,
'lLJ.lli If you would like to
purchue ticket, contact the 3Qd> Anniversary Commlttoe at Divisi on of Nursi ng at

(202) 806-7456.
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1~,tu_, .,.,r S 1•rc, 11I

Nove1nber s. 1999
llow•rd U niv e rsity Blac kburn
Cente r B a llroom
6 :00 p.m. - Mlduight
S60.00 per person
S45.00 per otud c nt

Attire:

FAC>E.S -

I I 'S rR UF. - A FU LL-111',1:E BARB F. R ON D U TY
'.1 0'½, OFF l'OR 1 ·•• TIMI C I .H ,NT ~

Join us for dinner and dancing .. .

Tim e:
Coot:

B A RBER,'?<=

SJ'.I (.L \.1 L-.J <. ,1UN<• I <>I< 11·\.IJ( <>J , \ / I

DESIGNER .STYLES -

I l 1 ,-.....

Date:
Place:
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Call
John-John

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A

N U R S I N G EXPERIENCE AT ""A.VC> CLI N IC:
& HC>SPITALS - RC>CHESTER, "-"N

I IC"'r(." , , yc:,ur opporhJ r""'IIHy to work ._-,t "-"._l.y<> C t. rH< t,or the-- -..un"lrru.'"r.
Sv n,r-,,<:"r Ill ,..,. -.• p ..:iid, supc.--rvi-..c....:;:f hc.>~f.">it ...,t W<)rk c>tpo1,,•ri<.•ncc ....._, s.:1 ..·n
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Regulators,Mount Up!

~Showdo wn at Greene
By At.LEN J. Pcm F,1, 1. JI
Hilllop S1aff Writer
he much vaunted "RAC" (run-after-catch) boys and
Florida A&M will bring !heir high-powered auack
10 Greene Stadium this Saturd,1y to baule our
Howard Bison. Florida A&M has scored 142 points in their
last two outings and is ranked fourth in the Black College
football polls. L:m year in Jacksonville, the Bison came
up short in an offensive shoot-out. losing 69-41. FAMU's
senior quarterback Patrick Bonner had a record-setting day.
passing for seven touchdowns. five in 1he first half. The
Bison had to play catch-up for the latter part of the g;vne

T

Ato) ia OcJ,1
1lu, Bison will need to cut down on mislllkes to not allow the

Rattlers to eapitalire on them ror easy scores.

because of 43 first-half point, b) the Rattlers. Former
How-Md quarterback Tud White finished the game with an
amazing 561 yard, passing and had three of his receivers
gel more than 100 yards receiving. The learns combined
for 1286 101al yards. 57 first downs. and only four punts.
Hopefully. this year's game will have a liule more defense.
especially on Howard's side of the ball. 1\vo weeks ago,
FAMU put 76 points on the board against a weak South Carolina ream. FAMU's ability to put up 76 points must be a
poinl of concern for the Howard coaching staff. Tiie core
threat is the receiving corps led by All-American Jacquay
Nunnally. Nunnally burned Howard's secondary for J85
yards receiving and 1wo touchdowns in their last meeting.
Nunnally was one of 1he best receivers in the MEAC last
season. The other two members of the "RAC" boys arc
Cedric Mitchell and Canion Lamb. bo1h All-American candidates. This trio will provide the Howard defense with
their most challenging assignment this season. However.
the graduation of quarterback Patrick Bonner and the
deparrure of his backup. Jose Laureano. have sophomore
Quinn Gray and senior transfer srudent JaJaun Seider vying
for the ,tarting job. Gray began !he season as the starter.
but after havin~ two poor games Josi the job to Seider. Both
have over 700 yards pa-<ing. ,o 1he Bison should view hoth
as a threat. While Seider seems comfortable in the Ranier
offense. some early pressure by the Bison defense could ra11le him.
The Bison enter thJS game h>oking for redemption. Tiicy
have not beaten the Ranlers in six year,. The Howanl Bison
are coming off a bye week after a good defensive performance againsl Tuxas Southern Univcrsil)< The Bison will
need another performance like thal if 1hcy hope lo control
lhe high octane Rattler offense. Freshman safely Vontrac
Long. who returned a fumble for a touchdown in the TSU
game. will surely be tested by the FAMU coachmg st.1ff.
Sophomore Brian McDonald will need to continue his
string of interception, if the Bison ,u-c to have any chance
of keeping this game interesting. Offensively. the Bison
seem solid. Florida A&M's defense seems vulnerable to
a talenled offense. which the Bison have. Led by the explosive combo of TNT, Elijah Thurmon and Bobby Townsend.

KlMOTHY

Managing Editor

File Pholo
O.fen.,he pl,,y "ill detemune the fote of the DMn and Rattlers

in thi\~a."-On\ nU\tchup.

the Bi,on ,eem to ha,c rebounded well from the departure
of 'led White Thurmon is ha\'IOl,). a bre.1.ou1 ,cason. actually performing belier than hl\counterpart forthe Ranlers.
Jacquay Nunnally. Thurmon comes into the game averaging U4.2 ya«h receiving a game. He has ye1 to have a g:1me
with le" than 100 yards receiving. 1l>wn,end has already
eclip,ed the 1.000-yard passing mark and ha, proven him,elf quite capable of leading the Bison offense.
However. the ru,hing attack that Howard advertised in the
beginning of the ,ea,on ha, not been forgotten. Junior run•
ning back Jermaine Hutchinson has had back-to-back I00yard game, and seem, to be finding his groove behind the
Bison line. Speaking of line play. the Bi,on will be looking to exploit a smaller albeit quicker Rattlerdefen,i)e line.
The game pronu,e, to be a physical one on both sides of
the ball. The Bison will need to play up to their potential
if they hope to earn a victory f"jlher than fall victim to the
Ranier, venom

Thurmon Likes New Role on Bison Team
Thurmon: I ,tarted playrng in 1986. about founh or iif1h
grade. I played with a linle league ream until I reached
junior high.

Q: When did you start playing football?

Thum ion: I think our 1eam unity has unprowd.

T

Q: Ho\\ ha,e )·ou changed?
Thurmon: II ha, been a great change for me, going from
being 1augh1 to beini able lo teach our younger receivers.

Q: What other sports did you or do you play?
Thurmon: Actually I played more ba,ke1ball 1han football.
I played during the summers and I played in high school.
I played every position.

Q: What do you like be,1 about playing wide receiver?
Thunn on: Everythmg from puni,hing my opponent. (the
defensive backs), to opening up the run for running bads.
and being rewarded by c.itching the !fall for a touchdown
from BJ (Bobby Townsend).

Q: Do you have any football role models?
Th urmon: Steve Wilson. He played recei,er for Howard
also. He played in the NFL and I apprecime him becau,e
he did it 1he hard way, coming from a black school.

Q: How has Howard's football team changed from your
freshman year to your ,enior year?

Q: How did )OU adjust lo the tmnsition of quarterbacks.
from Ted White 10 Bobby ll,wn,end''

Thumion: It wasn't a hard adJUstment. Just a little diflerent. Thi, summer BJ (Townsend) and I really connected . We did a lot of hard work together.

Q: How do you feel 1he te,un will do for the rest of 1he season e,pec1all} w11h tlu, biv F\'.\<IU ume comin~ ur'
Thurmon: Well. we just came oil of two wins. We are
lookrn~ pretty ,well. Our ,pirit, our up now. They were
down after our first two losses. But. we ha,e a lot ot confidence going in to the the FAMU g.ime. A lot of younger
players played. and a 101 of talent stepped up.
It look\ ltkc TI,urmon ha, some po,iti\'C feeling, abo111
his I.1st ,eason here at How.1rd. Much ,upport will be
needed for tomorrow's game. With the "Mini,1er of
Offense" out 1here, FA\1U\ defense better step up.

Southern Tukes lop Spot in Black College Polls
By CttRtSTOPII ER WINDIIA\I
Hill top Srnff Writer
he Southern Jaguars retained their undefeated
record by beating Hampton 21-6 last Saturday. The
victory catapulted Southern to the number rank
ing in CNN/Si's Division I Black College Poll. The Jaguars
will defend their No. I ranking against the seventh-ranked
Alabama A&M Bulldogs tomorrow.
Alabama A&M dropped in the standings due to their 3615 loss to 1hc Tunnessee Tigers. Saturday. the No. 2 ranked
Tigers will defend their 4:0 record vs. Eastern Illinois. Tunnessee S1a1e gol a big boost from wide receiver Avlon
Black. who scored on a I00-yard kick-off return.
Despite Hampton posting a better record. Florida A&M
moved up in the polls. Third-ranked Florida A&M defeated Morgan State in a 66-10 rout. The victory helped Florida A&M go overthe .500 mark with a 3-2 record. The Ra1tlers were led by quarterback Jajaun Seider. Seider threw
for 276 yards and five touchdowns. Florida A&M will take

T

on No. 6 Howard tomorrow.
Last week. the No. 4 Hampton Pirates lost the,r undefeated
record to the # I Southern Jaguars. The Jaguars· defense
shut Hampton down throughout the game. Hampton only
managed 10 score 1wo Aolo Wyatt field goals. The 4-1
Pirates will try to bounce back ag.un,t No IO North C.,r
olina A&T.
Idle No. 5 Jackson State maintained their "une ranking
a, last ,veek. The 3-1 Tigers will face the 1-4 Alabama State
Hornets.
The No. 6 Howard Bison were also idle la,t week. Howard
will face No. 3 Florida A&M tomorrow. The Rattler secondary will have the difficult task of containing Bison wide
receiver Elijah Thurmon. Thurmon is ranked fourth in
receptions in Division I-AA. Thi, season. Thurmon has
mcked up 32 receptions on 527 yards and two touch•
downs. The 2-2 Bison will try to surpass the .500 mark for
the fm,1 time this year.
Three teams hold the distinc1ion of being ranked No. 7.
Arkansas Pine-Bluff 12-2). Bethune-Cookman (3-2), and
Alabama A&M (3-2) are in a three-way tie for the ,e,enth
ranking. Arkansas Pine-Bluff will face 1esa,-Southern.

orida A&M University is returning 10 the nation's
capitll to take on our How·.u-d Unhersity Bison. and
n's time to regulate. The ,,jsiting Rattler.; come in
sporting an uooefeated Mid-E:l;tem Athletic Conference
(MEAC) record. They jll>l beat the you-know-what out of
the ~organ Stale Bear;, 66- IO.
fi\MU i., known for (ltlllXll';Cly T11Ming up the score on
!es,,e, opponenr,;. HCM,:o,'Ct: that did nor woo: again& the
Miami Hwricnr~,. or the Tonnes.= Sta1e Tigers. The Rattlers werem:l!lhandled by Miami. 57-3 and lo6t to the Tigers,
42-25. Oh yes. I do not think our beloved Bison will allow
tho5e snake., 10 run it up on its dclen;e.
I frequently visit a "d>site called """""'a<fo,l~rom. The
sitei,inksled with fi\MU fiuthful. They all bmgabout how
HCM-.nlhasiit be.den fi\MU ""'-'! I9')3, wbenquartablck
Jay \'f.llkrwasat thehehn. ln addition, they tllkabout how
the Rattlers lead the O\erall series. This is all true. but I ~
the Rattlers fur con,tantly throwing these facts in our faces.
But there's always one more game to pill)' This )'Cal; the
toodx1ll squad h.,s oonfidence and young. lalented playe,s.
There i~noch:lnce in the \\OOd FAMU will score more than
40 poinL,on the Bison. The game may be high-scoring. but
HCM'al'd will not be thc victim, of a blow-out~
\\~ must all rally the troops and conquer the evil snakes
once and for all! After we're fuushed. the Howard community can all make :some nire boot. and bell, out of them.
I think our Buffalo Soldier; ,viii no doubt rise to the occasion :Ind upset the Rattler,,_ Over<oofidcnce by n\MU
should give Howard an edge. The Ranters feel they should
win lhe MEAC ewry )'eat ewn nKre than HMlpton. The
Bi'°" can take a huge "'-1' tO\v:inls killing fi\."1U's hopes
this sea.son. Aftertx,ck-<<HXick win, ag;iin,t Bethw»Cook·
man and 'Jex:is Southern. the Bison :Ire on a roll. and ready
to hit C\el)'lhing in or..mge and green.
HCM,utl should do I\\~ thing., during thc ~ Fll'Sl of all
they should run around and hitJacquay Nunnally and Canion Lamb C\erytime they come off the line of scrimm'lge.
This plan \\med m thc Green B:,y P:ickm· fu"or the first
time thcy defeated the San Frarci.sco 4~ in the pla)'offs.
E,erytimeJeny Rice or Brent Jones came off the line, they
\\ereknockedontheira• • • ·! Ifthedefen.sedoeslhistopertilction. Nunnally and Lamb will be shut do\m.
Secondl)l I hop: our Bison make fi\MU headcro::h Billy
Joe shut up in the pres., bm. Moving the ball at will should
gt.'\ coach Joe in a frenz)c I \\'a.' in the pre,., Ix-« during the
How.ud-lexa:. Suuthem game. fa~-rytime To:xas Southern
rurocd the ball O\t'l'(which ,_,1.,ofu.'tl). thecooch wasjumpmgaround and cursmg like a tool. Hopeful!)' the Bison can
1nak coach Joe that up,.ct lOIJlOO'O\\.
Bobby~n.erd.ElijahThurn-oo.f.kl\.id.lohnsmand.Jermame Hutchinson ,viii h:l\le 10 !me big games ag;unst
l¼MU\<lclense 1oall0\Vthc Bison IOstayclose. Thurmon
nem; to U()Sli'l-"' the -.o-cilled "supe,"lat" n\.\.tlJ\ Nunnall:,i
Not 10 ~tl.c •Ul}lhing a,-,,) from Nmnallii but Thurmon is
lheleadmgrecei,erinthcMEAC Hcshouldand\\illpimp
up his alre;idy 1mpres.,i,c -.i.1t, C\m more.
l lhouglu :lhou1 writing a rap "'"g about fi\MU Howevet I'm much bell<'t ,rt wriUfl!! anide, ,ondconuncntaries than
r.1p lyric,;. \\1lit n rmnutc. I do h.l\e \O'llC ph:lt lyrics though.
o..,rit ntlke meJ0lll \blx~
Anyw.J>: I thoogt,I
.~n n.'-wnung Or. On:\ cl.1.,,ic "Ore Oaf' On the~
h.-uxl. I figured out n,e Hi/111,,, is not ex.ICIiy the ,muc 10
pttN1Car.ipcarc..-r. A"flhe ,IClu.'ll fi\MU toot.ball team was
lxklenough. the fon.,areewn \\oo,c.Theyotlen:,ay HCMMI
h:M>nlylhefi..... \~cannotallowthistcamlOcometo"The
Mero,.. and take our pride. \\-, mU>t stand Wlited b' this
ctlllllllOll cau...e: to skin tho-.e Ranlers ali,e!
So rally up the troops. put 00\\11 the clucken and get ready
tor the bison ,uunpede th.d will tlke place lOltlOm)\\! This
mtkes me w.tnt to suit up ~If. I '~'"'>" \\,tnled to be a
linebad<-r Rudi; Rud)! Rudy 1
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., •• 1 with Robyn Walker
his year more than
ever the Howard
University Bison
will s.wor the s,veetness of
Elijah Thurmon. Maybe
you know him beuer as
"The
Minister
of
Offense." Or maybe you
just know him by his jersey number. 84. However
he exisls in your mind. he
is a 6'4". 208-pound wide
receiver who has been 1he
key 10 the Bison offense
for three years. And nis
File: Plk..>10
best is yet 10 come.
Elijnb TI1umon i\ the --~1h11iiter or
During the 1998 football OITense" for the Bison.
season. Thurmon had 55
catches for 886 yards. averaging 16.1 yards per carry. He
ended up with nine touchdowns. one of them for 80 yards.
This year has also Maned off well for Thurmon. So far
he has 32 catches for 537 yards. wi1h two touchdowns. He
was also named MEAC player of the week for 1he week of
September 19. 1999. Lei's see what Mr. Thurmon has to
say for himself.

K. BROWN

...Sports...Ticker...

Be1hune-Cookman will square off vs. Johnson C. Smith and
Alabama A&M will face top-ranked Southern tomorrow.
Roundmg out the poll is the No. 10 North Carolina A&T
Aggies. The Aggie defense h ranked No. 8 in D1vl\ion 1:\A The North Carolina defense averages only 168 yards
allowed per game
Oiv1,1on I Black College
Tham
l. Southern
2 Tennessee Sime
3. Florida A&M
4. Hamplon
5. J:ick,on S1a1c
6. Hownrd
7. Arkan"1s Pine-Bluff
7. Bethune -Cookman
7 Alabama A&M
I0. Norrh Carolina A& r

,\rm~•

Poll.
Record
5·0
4-0
3-2
4-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
3-2
3-2
3• I

ByKE\l' nSn:\\ART ,soCtuR1£S F. Cou:.-1AN,JR.
Hilltop &lnors
l..a.>t week fur Ml: Bruwnand Mt Stewart wa, a rough and
traum:llic:one with c,lCh ofus laking two losses in our picks.
Wh.11 really "~l, up,etting to both w:is how lklhune-cookman "a-, crushed by De~M·.ire S1a1e. Th11 w'a., our~
week so for this year. Since Mr. Brown \\'3.~ 1110 clOOtionally un.sulble to do this week's picks. I had 10 kidnap one of
the A secti0tiseditors to fill in for Mr Brown !his week. Say
hello Mr. Coleman.
Colem.'UI: Hello
NO\v I' II let )'OU go back once )'Oil make your picks. Olcny!
Coiem.'Ul: Okay!
~art: lldlu»Cooiarm +I0~ I0)011rJ.C&rilli

Cwrm! lldhn-Od<nlll +14(UJ0)0\lrJ.C&riffl
Sll'\l:irtHoo:rd+7(4i.35)1M!'FmlaA&M
Oikmn FmlaA&\1-+6(37.Jl)<Mr Hoo:w
Sk-\11111: J-bt1]bl+3(U21)0\lrNCA&TSl:E

Coierrm: fh, ...1+U(Ul2)011rNCA&TSl:il?
Slel1art: 'i,,1,n,Sl:E+7 (21-14)<MrMo,piSl:E
CwlDl: ~ StJle-t-'(U3)) O\lr'i7,\lDISl:R

BE AFRAID! BE VERY AFRAID! MIDNIGHT MADNESS IS COMING!

Sk-,,1111: S.C Stile-Ki(l6-I0)011rNorU<Stile

OCTOBER 15

CwinxS.CStlle+U~l6)011rNorU<Stlle
Okay Mr Cokmlll.)OOC,m go back to the A section llO\I!
N<"'<l time. Jll,t come aloog quietly ,Ind we \\OOI ha,e any
pmblen"- Don't haw me to go and ~,et Sain Now go!

BURR 10PM
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
•
ews r1e #2
October 8, 1999
ATTENTION: STUDENTS RECEIVING FINANCIAL AID
□

If you have NOT submitted any of the following financial aid documents to the

University that were required of you, please transmit them immediately, but not later
than Wednesday, October 13, 1999, to Financial Aid, Room 205, Administration
Building.
.
Signed Financial Aid Award Letter
Federal Direct Plus Loan Request for Application and Credit Authorization Form
Signed Copy of Parents' Complete 1998 Federal Tax Return
Signed Copy Of 1998 Federal Tax Return for Student/Spouse
Dependent/Independent Verification Worksheet
1999-2000 Graduate Questionnaire
Other Items Previously Requested By Financial Aid Office
□

Failure to submit all required documents to Financial Aid will delay posting of funds
to your account and prevent you from participating in General Mandatory
Registration (GMR) in November 1999.

□

Federal Regulations require that the University receive all documents before funds
are disbursed.

Is your Howard University E-Mail account active?
If your Howard University E-Mail account is not active; report immediately to

Academic Computing Services, ground level of C. B. PoWEll Building, 525
Bryant Street, NW, or report to any ResNet Laboratory.

Why? Effective immediately the University will send certain important
communications-including financial aid information and other notices regarding
your registration and financial aid status-to your E-Mail account.
Your cooperation is appreciated!
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One Magical Season
By KEVIN D. STEWART
Hilllop Sports Edilor
In I 974 lhe Howard men's soccer 1eam embarked
on a journey 1hat would lead lhcm 10 a dale wilb
.desliny. The Bison squad thal wa.i mainly composed of in1erna1iona l s1uden1s cap1urcd the minds
and 1he hearts of Howard tbnl year and became a
rallying point for a people.
The Bison were ab le 10 go undefea1ed in 1he regular season and ou1scored their opponenls 63-6.
The popu lari 1y of the learn wen1 as far as having
1he band perform a l games and prlifessors canceling their 1wo o'clock classes on game days. In 1he
NCAA 1ournamen1 1hey reached 1hc 1i1\e game
and faced an all-while $1. Louis Universi1y squad
at their home in St. Loui,, Busch Stadium, After
a fourth ovenime 1be Bison were able 10 claim a
2-1 victory and the national 1itlc was 1hcirs. These
men became the first from an HBCU 10 win an
NCAA Division I championship tille in an)' spor1.

This was no1 1he only 1ime 1he Bison laid claim 10
1ha11itle. In 197 1 1he Bison won 1ha11i1le bu1 was
la1er s1ripped of i1 after the NCAA accused 1hem
of viola1ing eligibili1y rules for players. Allegations of racism and incqui1ies in NCAA regula1ions
to"l,rds fortign studen1s were spewed. Howard
was pu1on prQ_bn1ion in 1973 and were 001 allowed
to pnnicipat~ in pos1-,enson play. The school 100k
1he NCAA to coun and even1ually won a panial
settlemen1, but 1he 1itlc was no1 restored.
Wilh this backdrop the "magical" season of 1974
cam"1Jnl0 focus as the Bison ran on 1he slogan,
Truth "'l: rushed on earth shall rise again.
To commomorale 1he 25th anniversary of this occasion, a celebration is being he ld on Sunday October I 01h at the Banquet Room in RFK Stadium al
9:00 a.m. In addition to this, a gathering is being
he ld at the Zanzibar Club 1oday between 5:00 7:00 p.m.

25th Anniversary Celebrations for th e 1974
Howard Men's Soccer Team NCAA National
Title
Zanzibar Club
700 Water Street, SW
Washington, DC
Ph#: 202-554-9100
5:00-7:00 p.m.

October 10 1999
The Banquet Room RFK Stadium
(Reser vation required: Contact
Deborah Johnson Assoc. Athletic
Director at 202-806-7140)
9:00 a.m.
$20.00 per person
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aast-seasan
Jenkins Prepares for the 4 9ers
Last Sunday, 1he SI. Louis Rams defea1cd the Cincinnati Bengals 38-IO 10 remain undefea1ed and at 1hc 1op
of 1he NFC Western Division. This weekend. St. Louis
will host 1he San Francisco 49ers who have beaten 1he
Rams 17 consec111ive times da1ing back to 1990.
Former Howard University and SI. Louis srnning
strong safe1y Billy Jenkins has heard all of 1he jokes
aboul 1he Rams' inabilily to beal the 49ers. Since join•
ing 1he Rams organiza1ion in 1997, Jenkins has played
on Rams' 1eams 1ha1 have los1 four games by a combined score of 111-5 I. Jenkins is confident that SI.
Louis fans will gel 1heir money's wonh with first
place and major bragging righ1s within the NFC West
Division on the line.
Jenkins is nol worried aboul the Ram, losing ,treak
to the 49ers. He is concerned aboui 1he team's losing
to the 49ers since he began wearing a S1. Louis Rams'
uniform.
"I have losl to 1he San Francisco 49ers four 1ime, in
my career;· said Jenkins. who is fourth on 1he Rams
1eam in 1ackles. "Those are the only games 1hat I have
played in agains1 1he 49ers. I will treat 1his game jus1
like we do any 01her game. We are going to try to run
over 1hem regardless of who 1hey are. I 1hink that 1his
week's game again,1San Francisco will be a good test
for this lcam."
When asked how he would feel if St. Louis lost on
Sunday agains1 1he 49ers, Jenkins immediately replied.
"I do nol want 101alk aboui 1ha1. h depends on how we
lose, whether i1 is in a close game or by a lot of
turnovers like we have done in 1he pas1. It also depends
on if we fought hard or if we barely los1. I 1hink, 1hat
win or lose. i1 is 100 early in 1he sea,on 10 iry 10 predict how we wi ll end 1he regular season."
The 49ers· quarterback si1ua1ion will play a major role
in Sunday's con1es1. As :, re,uh of a concussion. QB
Sieve Young missed la,i week', 24-22 vic1ory over 1hc
Tunnessee Titans. In his place. backup quanerback Jeff
Garcia stepped in and comple1ed 21 of 33 passes for
243 yards. 1wo touchdowns and no 1urnovers.
Jenkins has said 1hat he enjoys playing agains1 1he be>!
players in the NFL every week. Ahhough Young is
questionable for Sunday's game. Jenkins believes 1he
SI. Louis defense will gel 10 Garcia very quickly if1hc
former Canadian Foo1ball League quanerback gets the
starting nod.
.. If Young does no1 play. we will pressure Garcia a
whole lot more;· said Jenkins. "We will try 10 pul
pressure on an inexperienced quarterback 10 make him
panic.··
The Rams· secondary has been playing excep1ionally well in their firsl three vic1ories. Their defense has
allowed only 27 poims. which is 1he fewest in the NFL.

The Rams· secondary consisls of Jenkins. free safety
Keith Lyle (Virginia). :md siarting cornerbacks Todd
Lygh1 (Notre Dame) and Dex1er McCleon (Clemson).
There are some reporters and fans 1ha1 think Jenk•
ins 1s to 1hc Rams' secondary wh:11 Ringo Starr was to
1hc legendary rock group 'The Beatles... S1arr played
drums whereas Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and
1he
late John,-----.,....,..--- --,
Lennon played guiiars. McCartney,
Harrison
and
Lennon were 1he
focal part of ques•
tions from the
media.
When asked if he
1hought he was the
Ringo Siarr of 1he
Rams secondary,
Jenkins said. "No. I
do no1 see myself as
Ringo Siarr of 1he
Rams· secc;mdary. I
see myself as an
equal to everyone
el\e in our starting
Bill) Jenkins.Jr.
secondary. I have
bea1en oul players
from lhe bigger schools who were drahcd in the higher rounds since I have been here playing for 1he Rams.
I feel 1hat I could have played for any one of !hose col•
leges. I do not feel any less of a player because I wem
10 Howard. I sec myself a, a player from a black
school who b doing his thing at lhe professional level."
lmeresiingly. Jenkins has received more interview
reque,1s from SI. Louis local media who come 10
Rams Park on Wednesdays. Two weeks ago. Jenkins
men1ioned in The Hilltop 1ha1 he would not exert any
ex1ra energy 1oward 1he SI. Louis local media because
1hey were no1 in1erviewing him.
"I do no1 have any worries about the media," said
Jenkins. "I have said ii before . They will come around
as long a, I continue 10 make plays. I did i1 last week
and I will do it once again this week."

\Villiam Brya11t fa 11 1998 MBA grad11t11e of Howard
Unil·ersity n11d ll'i/1 be prm-idi11.~ weekly update., a11
Bi/Iv Je11ki11s. \Vhile at Hmmrd, he ll'Orked 1111tler
Ed,;·ard Hill i11 the Sports /11formatio11 Departmettr.
Upo11 grad11atio11, he completed a se1·e11-mo111h intership with Super Boll'/ XXX/1 \\hr/d Champio11 Dem•er
Bro11cos. This past J1111e. Brya11t beg011f11/l-time duties
i11 the Rams' public relatio11s departmelll.

TOWN MEETING
tlN -lt<JllADllA nt ,_IJ.fT61r:
Wfll.f :snt/UJNC
GllAUDrt! ,_Wlrtllf:

•

Cl/11' .Un.a
IDVl1C

All 1- . S UDMnky
Studoau

Admlnianlcn
4 Fac,uJty

IO JOln US In a dlfc-Joo
rep nbna
Ille Coro-<..°""rcuham
W11h Pmv..c Or 0.,,,bakU
& Ille eor.<:uniculum Panel

T,.._.y Ort.l,er 12, 1"9
7:00.f:OO P.M.
SCHOOL OF BUS IN BSS AUOITO RJUM

.

PlcNC review lhe =rrlculum onlino:
htlJ)://donaldson .....ih.howard.odu/--jlld/ccp.html

DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS OPPORnJNITYI

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
Della Aigh1 Auendants are unique people wilh a 1rue passion .for
mee1ing our customers' needs. h is 1his dedication that is readily
apparent 10 each passenger on board. A mixture of enlhusiasm and
Della-style service is wha1 makes the difference 10 millions of people
who choose 10 fly Della. Our success is in lhe air. Our streng1h is in
our employees. Fluency in Dutch, Greek, Italian or Turkish is a plus,
bul not required.

IF YOU'RE A VEGAS SHOWGIRL, THEN YOU'RE PROBABLY NOT A STUDENT,
AND IF YOU'RE NOT A STUDENT, THEN YOU CAN'T BUY AT WWW.EDU.COM.
Introducing edu.com, the first store on the web where only students can save up to 70% on name
brand computers, software, textbooks, and more, every day. Tough luck Vanda.

Call Delta now, 24 hrs/7 days a week:

1-800-659-2580
Or see us at the CAREER FAI/l.

~.Delta Air Lines

;edu.
students get it~
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Baltimore, Maryland
.... is looking or quali ied candidates!!!
October 6

Career Day

October 18

Interviewing**

Full time positions

Engineering
Information Technologies
Manufacturing

October 19

Interviewing**

Full time positi0ns

Engineering .
Information Technologies
Manufacturing

October 20

Interviewing**

Summer Internships

Engineering
Manufacturing

VISIT US AT OUR WEBSITE AND COMPLETE AN ON-LINE APPLICATION FORM TODAY!!!!!

.http://www.pg.com/careers
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Free email
with a voice.

Yours.
Plus voicemail

and fax
all in one place.
Free now.
Free forever.

'

Just chink of it. your voice in email, with fax and
voicemail included all in one nice. neat place.
Register. Click. Speak. Send. Wham!
People get the real you. You don't have to
change a thing. Keep your current ISP.
Keep your current email. Nothing to buy,
change or hassle with. Finally, the kind of
email that speaks your language.

Sign up now at www.onebox.com
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MUSIC, PRIZES, CONTESTS. GIVE-AWAYS. SURPRISE GUESTS!!!!!!!!

STEP SHOW - ALPHAs. AKAs. OMEGAs, & IOTAs
MJDNIGH1· MADNESS lS AN cVENJN(.i OF EXCl'f'l~Ml~N I' ·ro PltESLl.N'l' 'l'J{f;
WOMEN'S AND MEN'S BASKl·t l'l3A l . l .1.liAMS ·r(> YOLJ A ~r 1·11EIR FIRST PRACTICE.

WEAR YOUR HU GEAR!! DO NOT MISS THIS ONE!!

niGl-t
-.l-11:: lil-=:C
ONE FREE TICKET
WILL BE ISSUED 'rO H<)WARIJ S'J"UI)ENTS,
STAFF AND J;..ACUL·1·y w1·1·H CAPSl"ONECARDS
i11 the Blackburn University Center, Ground Floor
WED. ., Oct 13 and THURS., Oct 14, from llam-2pm
FRIDAY, Oct 15 from l tam-7pm.
THE FIRST 500 Pi~RSONS TO ARRIVE AT THE BURR
WEARING A BLUE OR WHITE TOP ON OCT. 15 AT
10PM WILL RECEIVE A FREE PRIZE
WEAR YOUR HOWARD GEAR TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR
EXTRA GIVE-AWAYS
,

-II.
WOMEN•S VOLLEYBALL
HOWARD vs. Morglln Stotc
Tues .• Oct. t 2 at The BlJRR (ii~ 7 pm
MOVIE SNEAK PRltVIF:ws
"'l'he Ucett Mnn•• with 'J'11yc 1-,IKglll aand Niu I ..ona
AND A PERSONAL APPEARANCE DY TAVE DIGGS
WC;11d,, Oct, 13 (el 6pm

..Th~ Bun..,

c,,11 . . ~t,,r..

&

with Donzc.,I WAl"hlnaton
'l'hurs., <>ct. 14 <ui 6p111

MJDNIGI-IT MAl>NESS
BlJRR GYM - FRIDAY, OCTOB'4~R 15 A'r 10PM
Plck up FREE tlcketl'I at Blnckburn Cl!'ntcr
Dh,l•lon of Student

Affaalr■

Oetober, 1999

.FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1999
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.HILLar'OPICS
For Rent

All HILLTOPICS w 314 BR Hoose witlun wolking dislOJlCC of
due, paid in full, th GJ1J
I l°"ard Uni. Female tenant> preferred. Coll
301-856-59-19. Grc>t for roommates.
Monday before publi- SIJOOlnlOnth
cation. Announce- Hoose to .>hare. 2 Room, a,~il. 3 BIOcl<s from
H""-.inl Uni, SlwoutH, 3 "")'$• $310cach.
ments by campus Non~ only. Call 703-449-4874. 10-5pm
organizations fo Jmt who did MC think sbc ,,.., mnmiut?
meetings, seminars o
Help Wanted
\\>lunteer Tutors Nccdcd in Math. Reading,
non-profit are charg
African-American Studio.< for gi:ides 2nd·
as individuals adver- 12th. Tu1oring" ill be held at lhc Anacoslia
br:1nch of D.C. Public Ubr.lry. 18th and Good
Hope Rd. SE. TulOrS an: nccdcd cvcry Sat.
tising for the purpos from
I0:30am-12'30prn. Tu1or orienuuion
of announcing a ser- ooo.tio
begi,t<onSqxembtt llth and 18diatAn:t·
brandl at 10:30-11:30. Program spon,
vice, buying or sellin sored be lhc African Cultural Educ:nion foun.
datioo call (202) 832-9712 for more
inb-mation.
are charged $5 for th
Free Trips and Cash!!
first 20 words and $1
Spring Break 2000
for every additiona S1udcn1Ci1y.oom is looking for highly mo6V.U·
cd student< to promote Spring Brw. 2000!
five words. Local Oq,anize
• smoll group ond tta,-cl FREE! Top
campus reps con earn Free Tops &
Choo<!e Cancun. Jamaica, or Nassou!
companies
ar $10.000!
Book trips on•line log in and win free stuff.
up now on line! www.S1udentCit}:com or
charged $10 for th Sign
800/293-1443
first 20 words and $2 FitncS.,. Looling r« people \11th a.cc:Ucnt peofor every five words a,,uloblc.
ple skill, 10 help "ith expansion. Tr.lining
Call now! 703-256-79-19
thereafter. Persona SISOO \\tcl<ly mailing our circulars. No Clpc,
ads are $2 for the firs ricncc r,quired. Froc info pocke1. Call 202·
-152-5940
10 words and $1 fo
. al fi
Sr,-ing Brw. 2000 The Millennium
every adelinon
V Ancwdccode...nccinTra\'CI. Frectrips.frcc
drinl:5. fn,c mcols. J:imaic,,, Cancun. Florida.
words.
Borbados. s:ihan,is. 0on·, droplhcball! sign
0\-et

- ANN
- -O
~UN-~C-E~ME
-=NT
-~Sc--11 nup IO/www.sunsplo.,,h1ours.com
now for2 frecttips!! 1-800-426Exttlknt RA.-scarch Opportunity for all

GencrJI clcricol """"typing.mailing. colat-

ing a Ph.D. degree' HO'word Uni,~1y"s
Ronald E. McNoir Program offers a paid
~ummer rhe3t'C'h nperiencc \\ith a HO\\-ard
focuhy mentor: opportunitiC\ to prc~I and
publish iwr '""'31'Ch J)OJ)Cr. paid o~po,
housing md me-al pfan during Lhe ,ummer.
GRE pr<1'3ffltioo: and •"i,tance with lhc
graduate sdiool applic.ttion procc,s. All
majoo welcomed: minimum 3.0 GPA. Pri-

1761

50fll1omon:s and juniors intcn:,,1'.-d in obui n- ing. inicrne, cxpericncc. $1~ call 301·9-19-

ori1y g,i\-cn 10 ~ uw:oIne nnd fo~L ~ener.i1ion fitudenK J-\pplkattOn deadline is Tues.day. Ociober 12. I999. Pick up an
application at lhc Grndu.~e School. 4th &

Personals
ApdJ SU,.,Sro,ntfng nrmoa lust won·t

mttm

SQHQ ~Comirw,,»n tni1c it> o:, ,,

►l2U

Camille· Keep on ktepin· on! V..1

Coop--lhlllk>.,, filing .t,opplnJ ..1111 m,.
'loll !hi Jllooo J'"')' hflfii, llo rlk:t 1t> 1111',
-•Mon•
C1111~loo• Ill JP 34Sf ffi4: 'n,""1, Mr.

8'11Cl01 of Jlu•lrw,.. •l)f).00. Cl<'C>d Ille~ tlld
bo<I ..1w,1
Tho ln1«11o111M;ll fm1t111l1y 11( Otff• Sfgrt1;1
A Qnl.C...)ffi IIO\'rf rfnlf io lor )""' INt•
,!Qw, l!tn I folt )llll •IIJltc .am•

~M«kiA•·w Mool11o·i

rth ":c44lna gift IP )W k• dcaniua...aod
Jlli Long.

maks-sm: mkf!

I've got eyes for you lil<e a blind man·s dog.

Nldino--)W ll'O lhl 1)1).'iT.' lalk"' )llll Ht.o
• dudf. bill )W 111,.~• l>rlnJ tlto al'lOd
tbmalcr pcr>~h, . Ml"),., In !Ill l'.,,c.
~ta)' ClUI of IIWblo & l\illll'~ mu11Clc•
dodl (<)1111 J'1Cld llrtQ •kl/Illy d«>n'I cqllll
1>rk1 M. Ploa<o ln"1-m lhe> >11kk-n1 body:
eoktt l'OOlllCI> 1R1 TACKY!II
--\but 1·»im OdLkn A: Hoxrnh Onddy

l(,c p )Wt f)'tl wld, OflCl' l),i 1'1ptrbo)'1

wromlnr """

T-Nu1,
voo·re still my Kl.
-'rour future "ife
Nar 'llrl~•liow•, )our Ooc(I DPn't I lkk
1ny plate ck1111 (takn~)counr )our n •
and rl\l(ly your pmc,.

- Uncle '.ll!oJ

C01tanuulA1lor1110 t!Alknwi Nll>h the '09•
00 Ml•I SctlClOI of Du,lrtcH. Oood luck llltd
be<! wl "1N I
Tho lnlet'IWIMAI l'nltttnlty of Delli

SlpmaPI
l)jd I hw-11)' OIi l'lptrbo)J

Pclll'Cd
'00 mte-bm! AA ,w roam·r,omtQOt
»hm lbCY d91ft CUD kOOff th(,..R
,:ttd"iJ!lllmcd1

Earn Free Trips ond Ca\h!!
Spring break 2000
Jamaica•
For 10 )-ears Cla,; Toi,cl lntemationol (CTI)
has distinguished it.self as the most reliable stu•
dent tYcnt :l.nd m3rl.eti.ng organiauion in
Nonh A1nerka. MOli\-ated Reps CM go on
Spring Break FREE!! & earn over SI0.000!!!
Cono;ici us today for dcmils! 80CV32S- I509 or
W\\'\\tCLa.s...,tr.1\'ClintJ.com

•ca.na.m•

•

WJJrn 414 b• prooow?

College St,.. NW. Room J07: SO<H708

McNair1 McNair! Attention :ill .t!umni :mJ
Fcmole model, wanlOd for lhc lollowing:
undctp;,duatc M,N:iir Scholar, from acros., H:tir ponfi>lio. swim.<uit calendar, wcbsit,(s).
P-anici(Xll1t-. may f'C\-ie\\· a free hJin.t)'lc (no
l.h<.: n.11ion 1 The HU Mc1'air Progmm i,
oo.1ing a McN:tir Scholor Social on )our
ehcmicahorcutJ. l..ca\'C a ITlCS'38" at 301·
bch.,lr. Jom u, on Tue,da)( Octob<r 26.
927-38-18
1999. 4:30pm • 6pm, Room I 11. Graduate
School. We v.-a,:11 to know who you are!
Persoo:ol Thtining amiloble for sessions. Get
Coniac:1 u, at 806-470.<\, or come by Roon,
help" ith wcighl loss and strength training.
Reo.,,onable rates. Call 301•927-3297 or e,nrul:
307. Grnduate Sd100I.
Mandingol802@y:oll00.com

Pl Pll~ n bm:I w, Oo!cbA Q1el;
lllPI')' 21,t Blrthdll,)' Dl'lltdon Ntllll
EnklY •od ht hfMdl
Nt'.\J Dmt IU.UGffOutof PfSl,.Mllbt
\hu \\on"t C,tt Kkkfd Out!

·ll"D.o..L./Af&s 1#!1'~ Clfl fer
.~nee J'Ae$a.~,. hltc-..

- - -- - -- -- - --a

SOHOaDSB
- - - - - - - - -- --11 &ocuti,-c assistant .. 2 yrsco!Jcge orcqui\'elcnt

Get Bea!b'm
Jbe>•J!ddina of the "'arts rorotng

present

MS \\ml. Excell Acces,,. S0-60wpm. SI 1.25•
12.S01tr.

•

Sll!llll
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 Admin. A"t• • MS \lllrcl. Exttl. Access.I<
Watch OUI 111
BIiie Bllplo.lon wc;ilccnd Is comJna
IOOn..

Trtul5Cnpcion. Profes<iooJI manner and good
communi,cation ,kill~. 5().6()wpcn. $10.251175/hr.

The Haitian Smdent Association
meeting is Thursday, Oct. 14 @
5:30pm. Blackburn Forum

Roccptionbt • 45wpm. MS Woro. \\l>rdPer•
le<1. $8-9/hr. Call Graphmatic\ 202-928-2571

Anenlion! !!Grnduale Student Council
Posilions are still available (paid).
Oblain nppls. info in GSC ol'fice in
GSAS by Oc1. 12th Genernl B~y
meeting, Wed., Oct. 181h at 12:30pm
in Conference Rm

n&1l01t11 cxpc,,urc. Call MIid RCClOnl! A&R
Dq)l,1mcn1. l•II00-474-2923

- - - - - - - - - - - Solla wrltcll ~ a,ffl Of)PC)rtij~ltyfbr

A look at Technology in the Black
Conununizy

'

bttp:/!Ynttw.dcltas'11JD■tbe-t■•■l pb■ch■ptcr.ora/

Small DC Compuny seeks respon.sibtc student
for P/f v.Olt. up to 2(hs/wcck. Drivers
liccn"' rcquirod. M11>1 be able 10 "Oft l3lC
- - - - - - - - - - --a night hours. off.a: and field \\nrk ncc:t$SOf)'.
Compuier ,~ill helpful. Acxible ,chedulc
The Distinguished GeoOemen of
SIO'lu: 202-186-6365
IC8l)l)3 Alpha Psi Fralernil)l lnc.
woold like to thank all those who
attctldcd our fim Nupie House Jam o BIO\\"' icpl.com for ALL Springbreak ·'2@·
the yw. J;le on the look out for the
ho1spo1s. Need Student Ori;• & Soles Reps.
last Nupie House Jam of the Millen- Fabuloos ponies. hotel;, prices. Call Inter•

nium...The RED PANTY PARTY!!!
tt·s koming soon. featuring musik by
DJOee

Cbenalatry Auditorium
October 12, 1"-9
'7:00

campus 800-327-6013
A~,isl3nt -$500/monlh/Pri\'ntc Room & Boord

- - - - - - - - - - --a a"nilable for a Friend))( sttong. dependable

After the Howard V • Florida A&M Ga e. It's on at...

HU SWIM TEAM
BIiie & White acrlm~ Gt Bwr
Puol 'R>dli)' Gt Spm

female in C/<ChMge for providing per,;ooal care
10 a )'oung. p.-ofcs~iOll>I. disabled \\Oman. Perfeet if )W ha,~ da)1ime co,nmiunents and
- - - - - - - - - - - - a "',u11 :i Bethesda location. Drhu-·s license
The Compassionate Friends
required. Plea\C call El:tina. (301)412-1492

Grief SuppOrt Group for parents and
siblings iif Docea..sed Children.
At Howard's Rankin Chapel (Lower
lounge). Sixlh and Hownrd Place,
NW
Wednesday. Oct. 20, 1999 7-9pm
lf your brother or sister or your child

m

SJ lhia•s N,-- StJli<ts
Pcnn................................ _ _ _30
T-up...............-..................
$25
Shampoo & Bklw-<lr):......................$20 & up
Shampoo & SCI••••••. _ __ ......$20 & up

Pin-up.................................................$25 & up
Cui.,,................................................... $7.SO & up
)'l)Ur grief.
Colors............................................... S7.SO & up
For information call:806-5968 or
Tucsda)( Thur-.da)( Friday & Satur<by
Email: cruff@howard.edu
3013 Georgia Avc.a'<\V Washington. DC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 'lei: 202-7'26- 1537

has died You need not walk alone in

P&o:ttlH't>VUrdn1?

For Sale/ Services
SOuthem Hospit.'\li1y?
Ordin:try looking ,..,ngla= with unique fea•
_ _ _ _....:.,._ _:__ _ _ __. ture: Buih in. undc1ffloble. "REAR VIEW
National Council of Negro Women GcnmJ
MIRRORsr· View C\ff)'1lling behind )W
Body meeting Wed. Oct. 13. 6:30pm in Blac~- "ii.bout anyone knowing )'OU can. BiC)dist.
burn Rc.;~hng Lounge. All men & '1.00:icn :lrt
stroct combers. Kool dudes. send:
\\CICOme.
S9.95To:
- - - - - - - - - - -~ J.R.T. P.0.8011 1066 Lnurel. MD1JJ725

We all just gm't »llil for April
8lhlll

Students faculty Staff
Top l'rio,s paid for US<d and um,anted text•
books. TuJ Book Stnice
202,,722-0701 orool51dc DC
J,800,223,8250

Ifanycmts b1lttt1ttd In YOluntttrlAC on 1:1.abitaC
•·or HWUM.it)":, Hobart Strttt P,,qjc(1. 1\lc:..S.cv,,.

c,_,.. 8Mt-4PM. P~tt c.Jl Mkbelle "'
202:.98'-6424

I '

,,- - - - --

Lose v.eight now! 3.5 poond, • week.
Guarantcal Results. Call Sofia 202-588,.7021

So »:bat should »:c ,u m:ar to thr April 8th
mn1l

- - - - - -- - --

Saturday,
October 9, '99
@10 p.m.
800 21st NW

$5~00
before
11 :30

p.m.

Greeks

Marvin Center
Ballroom

$ 5.00 all

nightt

Oeoqie Waabln111on Unl,...nhy

(off of 2 lit .t Penn Avo)
Aorou from Towtr Rtoord,

Join the ladles of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. Mu Beta Chapter, & the brothetS o( Omega Psi Phi,
Alpha Chapter .15 we cclcbr.-.te Q ue/D e l ta 5rflc tn :) Cross-Town Connection!! 11

DJ

DJ

Free Shuttle from Howard Univerthy's Tubman Quadranalc and Mctldlan Hill Hall every 30 minutes bcainlna at IOp.m,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - , - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --

-

- -- - - - - - - - - -

1

